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ABSTEIACT

Use of the Case Study Method to Provide Initial Design
Strategies For Daylighting as a Primary Design
Determinant in EarA Integrated Stmktnres
by
Brian Holm
J. H u ^ Burgess Arch. D. Exanmiati<m Committee Chair
Professor of Architecture
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Daylight, a natural energy source in the form of electromagnetic radiation, has
been one medium by which one defined and perceived architectural space and form.
That was why die creative use of daylight was and continues to be so important in the
development of any built environment, especially those which have been integrated into
their sites.
This stu(fy has explored the possibilities o f using natural daylight as a primary
design determinate to enhance the interior environment of selected earth integrated
architectural worics. Four commercial institutional projects of various sizes were
investigated as case studies to provide insight on the effectiveness of daylighting
techniques in these facilities, and further, to provide an analytical method diat could be
adopted by a designer in the initial stages of a project to conceptualize an rqipropriate
dayli^ting design.
iii
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This stuify had three distinctive objectives.
(1) To examine techniques presently used to allow natural light to penetrate into a
building's interior environment and how these techniques were applied to buildings that
had beai placed below grade. Four large commercial and institutional environments that
were placed below grade and used daylight as a means of lighting their interior spaces
were investigated for their characteristics.
(2) To examine die techniques found in the literature search as a means to develop an set
of delighting strategies for initial design concepts of earth integrated fecilities.
(3) To suggest how these findings provided an sqiproach that designers could utilize
conceptualizing the potential advantages o f natural daylight during die preliminary stages
of designing earth integrated buildings.

IV
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

Historical use of dayli^t
The concept of using natural light to illuminate Ae interior spaces m a structure
(daylightmg) is not new. The concept of daylighting can be seen throughout history.
From Ae creation of time, Ae sun has provided Ae primary source o f light that could be
used and manipulated in many ways to provide boA light and heat Any opetmig that
allowed daylight to penetrate into an oAerwise dark area has been identified as natural
daylightmg. A good example of Ae early use of natural light as a source o f illumination
for interior spaces in a structures was in Ae great Hypostyle Hall at Kamak in Egypt 1312
B.C.. Incorporated within this hall was Ae simple idea o f controlling natural daylight by
means of a clerestory. It was accomplished by designing Ae central axial paA wiA
larger columns creating a difference in height between Ae central axial paA and Ae two
adjacent colonnaded side halls. The openings left by Ae difference in roof heights
created by Ae different sized coloimades were Aen covered by stone grills that provided
protected openings that allowed beams of light to be projected mto Ae dark interior o f Ae
temple (Figure 1 Kurtich & Eakin 1993,180).
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In Ancient Greece examples of eariy daylighting techniques were found in Ae
form of light shafts and large screening colonnades on Ae east and souA facades of Aeir
temples. They also used Ae building's orienAtion to gaAer Ae sun's energy throughout
Ae day. Atrium spaces and sltylights brought natural light and vaitilation mto buildings
in early Roman settlements. Examples o f Aese techniques can still be seen at Bulla
Regia in present-day norAem Tunisia, Ae restored houses in Pompeii and Herculaneum
in 200 B.C. and Ae PanAeon m Rome in 120 AT). (Figure 2 Kurtich & Eakin 1993,
183).

a

(a)

s

EE

Figure 1 Great Temple of Ammon, Kamak, 1312 B.C.: (a) Section through Hypostyle
Hall (b) Clerestory lighting detail. (Moore 1991). Source: Concepts and Practice of
Architectural Daylighting, 1991, pg. 4

Figure 2 Underground atrium dwelling built by Ae Romans at Bulla Regia, present day
NorAem Tunisia. Source: EarA Sheltered Housing Design, 1985, pg. 12
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Prior to Ae mdustriai revolution the building envelope was Ae principal mediator
between exterior and interior enviromnental conditions. This remained Ae case and for
this investigation, but wiA modem technology Ae interior environment had become less
dependent on Ae building's envelope. Prior to Ae great technological advances Much
occurred during Ae industrial revolution, Ae primary source of illumination was daylight
as determined by climate, window size, and placement. Supplemental lighting was
provided by canAes and oil lamps. The industrial revolution ushered in a new era of
technological advancements in electrical liftin g wiA Ae invention of incandescent
lamps and mechanical heating and cooling systems Aat were easier to control and
manipulate. As a result, architects could choose to design buildings that relied on
mechanical means raAer Aan natural means to control Ae building's interior lighting
environments.
The energy crisis in Ae early 70’s caused architects to realize how dependent A ^
had become on mechanical means to control Ae building's interior lighting environment
The rise in cost of supplementary energy caused architects to seek more energy efficient
designs. This movement lead many professionals to rediscover Ae benefits of
daylighting and solar energy as a means of lighting and heating a building's interior
spaces in order to reduce Ae amount of supplementary energy used.
One new and innovative energy efficient design that was e;q>lored and developed
during this period incorporated Ae use of Ae earA itself as one of Ae primary building
elements in areas where temperature swings were large. This type of design, where Ae
building was integrated into Ae site raAer than merely being placed on Ae surfoce of Ae
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she, resulted in a significant energy savings, prevented environmental damage from
above ground structures, and preserved valuable open space (Dean, 1978,34)
EarA mtegrated architecture, developed during Ais period, whh its many benefits,
had one inherent problem wiA respect to humans- By integrating a building mto its she
one limited Ae availability of natural light that reached Ae interior spaces of a building
A rou^ apertures m walls. By restricting Ae amount o f natural light Aat reached Ae
mterior of a building, one reduced Ae psychological and physiological benefit of a visual
connection to Ae outside environment This problem was examined by comparing
various design techniques used to gain Ae benefits of natural daylight FurAer, an
analysis of how Aese daylightmg techniques enhanced Ae mterior spaces of buildings
Aat were integrated mto Aeir she and how Aey had relieved Ae apprehension associated
wiA underground spaces.

Statement of Purpose
It was Ae purpose of this study to investigate and evaluate Ae daylighting
principles in Ae use of natural daylight as a primary design element in earA integrated
structures to illuminate and enhance interior environments of Aese types of buildings.
Research into investigations of earA integrated design and related stuAes of
daylightmg was conducted to gain knowledge of new innovative earA mtegrated design
techniques that have been used in conjunction whh daylightmg techniques to develop
design strategies that took advantage of Ae qualities of earA integrated architecture.
These include low visual impact, ecological preservation, and energy efficiency combined
whh Ae enhancing optical and perceptual qualities of natural daylight
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This investigation evaluated and determined Ae benefits and disadvantages of
combining Aese techniques m Ae development o f typical commercial and office
buildings found m Ae Midwestern and Western regions of Ae United States.

Problems Associated wiA EarA Integrated Space
AuAor Andre O. Dean (1978) suggested that subconscious fears o f being
underground togeAer wiA Ae Sequent connotation of earA integrated space as inferior,
utilitarian, and secondary in quality were major deterrents to accepting this type of
construction and utilizing Ae considerable potential benefits of earA integrated
architecture. The most often mentioned negative characteristic of underground space
was Ae lack of natural light The feelings associated wiA adequate natural light its
variability, and Ae subsequent psychological benefits it provided made it a very desirable
element in any building structure (Carmondy 1983,46).
The inherent problem wiA mtegrating any structure into its site was that it limited
Ae usable area in which glazing was placed and Ae amount of glazing allocated for
natural light and exterior views. This provided Ae parameters for Ae problem to
mvestigate and determine if any principles or guidelines could be established solely from
case study analysis to conceptualize appropriate daylighting for earA integrated
structures. Therefore Ae hypoAesis developed for this study was;
Could an analysis of four case stuAes generate sufficient data to provide realistic
parameters for a designer, in Ae initial stages o f Ae design process, to conceptualize
appropriate daylight design for earA integrated institutional buildings?
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Limitations
This stiuty was limited to an investigation of Ae principles and techniques used to
provide natural illumination for four institutional focilities that were integrated into Aeir
respective sites. It concentrated on Ae techniques that were utilized in Ae design of Aese
focilities to provide natural illumination in Aeir interiors and how Aese techniques were
implemented to enhance Ae interior lighting environment The technical aspects of
lighting levels and maAematical calculations of Aose lighting levels have been estimated
and documented when possible. However, it was not Ae investigator's intention to adopt
Aese liftin g levels as a formula to determine adequate interior lighting for oAer
proposed buildings because Ae liftin g levels were estimated at Ae time of day when Ae
amount of annual available daylight was at its peak. Lighting levels achieved at Afferent
times throughout Ae year woAd be best anAyzed for specific on site conditions and were
beyond Ae scope of this study. The conclusions reached relating to daylighting standards
were based on this investigation and Ae collective opimons o f oAer professionAs in Ae
field of daylighting.
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CHAPTER2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Light and Human Visual Perception
Authors Kurtich & Eakin (1993) stated Aat light as we perceive it was one if not
Ae most important components in Ae definition of space or Ae manifestation of form.
WiAout natural light Aere woAd be no perceived visual space. VisAle light is natural
energy in Ae form of electromagnetic waves which travel through space at a frequency
between 380 and 760 nanometers. Visible light's physical characteristics was defined in
terms as follows:
•

lUunfroance

•

Luminance

Illuminance and luminance were terms that corresponded to Ae quantities of light
according to human visual response. Illuminance was a result of Ae amount of light
striking a surfece of an object It was measured in footcanAes or lux. The term
footcandles was defined as Ae amount of light on a surAce one foot or meter away from
a standard canAe. However, Ae human eye does not perceive light wiA regard to
footcanAes. The human eye perceives only Ae resulting luminance of a surfiice.
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Luminance was a term used to describe Ae objective, physical attributes of brightness of
Ae slty or a surAce of an object and was a product of illuminance. The luminance of an
object was defined as light being transmitted or reflected from any surAce measured firom
a q)ecific direction (i.e. English unit: firatlambert Metric unit: CandeA per square
meter) (Lam 1992,8). BrighAess, which was closely related to luminance, referred to
Ae subjective visual sensation perceived by Ae human eye. BrighAess was a fimction o f
Ae amount of l i ^ received at Ae eye and should not to be confused wiA luminance, Ae
actual amount of light reflected fi%)m a surAce in a given direction (Robbins 1986,21).
Glare was characterized on Ae basis o f Ae effects it had on Ae observer as well as on Ae
paA Ae light.
Discomfort glare was defined as a annoying and sometimes painful sensation
caused by extremely high levels o f luminance or a non-uniform distribution of li^ t in Ae
field of view. This type of glare resulted from bright sources wiAm Ae field of view that
were not inherent^ distressmg, bA were seen m much darker surroundmgs. Disability
glare, by contrast was caused from areas wiAin Ae field of vision of such brilliance that it
produced a scattering of light within Ae human eye. This reduced visual contrast to such
a degree that seemg was reduced.(Moore 1991,28).
Sources of glare were categorized on Ae basis o f how Aey reached Ae eye.
Glare produced by sources that were directly in Ae field o f view were known as direct
glare. The reflected image of Ae light source off a glossy surAce also produced glare
known as reflected glare. These sources of glare produced discomforting or disabling
effects to an mAvidual withm that environment. Glare was an extremely important
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ccmsideration in Ae design of any dayiighAig system because o f Ae impact it had on
visual comfort
Daylight as we perceived it came from one source, Ae sun. The sun was
identified as an extended light source characterized by emitting parallel rays of light as
opposed to rays diverging away from i t In Ae field of daylighting Ae source of natural
light was broken into two main categories o f illumination. The first category consisted
of direct sunlight or diffiised sky light illumination. Direct su n li^ t considered to be a
point source, had Ae capability of illuminating a horizontal surAce wiA 6,000-12,000
footcandles and Aerefore was too intense fr>r use as a source o f task liftin g .
lUmninating engineers in Ae past excluded Ae use of direct sunlight even Aough Ae
characteristics of natural light, including Ae vitality and sparkle associated wiA Ae use of
sunlight added considerably to Ae visual variety and excitement of a space (Moore 1991,
30).
Direct sunlight was often considered undesirable for illunmiation purposes due in
part to Ae solar gain and glare associated wiA it even Aough it has been proven Aat Ae
use of direct sunlight introduced less heat into a building Aan most electrical alternatives
while it provided Ae same amount of light (Moore 1991, 30). The oAer component in
Ais category consisted o f diftuse skylight, which resulted from Ae refraction and
reflection of sunlight as it passes through Ae atmosphere. Diffuse skylight was
considered to have been a distributed light source and was characterized as a soft, non
directional, relatively shadow-free source o f illumination (Moore 1991, 32).
The second category was referenced as an indirect light source. This was used to
describe reflective surfaces that had been directly illuminated by direct sunlight or
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diffiisedsltylight and Aus become a source of UluminatioiL Because such a surAce was
illuminated by direct s u n li^ or from a difihised skyli^t, Ae surAce took on Ae same
characteristics of direct sun li^t and Aerefore Ae quality and distribution of its light was
virtually identical Xo direct sunlight emitted through a similar sized q)erture. The
resulting illumination produced by the reflective surAce was determined by Ae
reflectivity of Ae surAce bemg illuminated by direct sunlight or from a difAsed skylight
Many of Ae approaches used m Ae field o f dayliftin g today relied upon
reflected li^ t as a source of natural illumination. It was very important to consider how
l i ^ reacted to certain building materials and how Ae texture and color of Ae material
produced different effects ^ e n illuminated by a light source. Reflected surAce
illuminance (footlambert) was a function of Ae illuminance of a surface as well as Ae
surAce reflectance (Moore 1991,21). Therefore, Ae reflection of light was divided mto
four categories:
•

Specular

•

Spread

•

DifAsed

•

Combination
Specular reflections were produced from material wiA a Aghly polished surface

such as a mirror or polished marble. This type of reflection was characterized by light
reflected in one direction only. Spread reflections were similar to specular reflections,
but due to small surAce imperfections, a softer, more difAsed reflection occurs. DifAse
reflections were also produced by materials wiA a fiat or matte finish and were
characterized by li^ t reflected m every direction equally (Lam 1986,52).
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Since real sin&ces reflected U ^t unequalfy in different directions, the reflectance of a
sur&ce was dependent on the angle of incidence and die surfece's diffesion characteristics
(Moore 1991,21). In diis stiufy interior building reflective finishes were categorized by
die following terms;
•

Rough

•

Smoodi

•

Glossy

•

Matte

The terms rough and smooth were used to categorize the ^ p e of finish material
while the terms glossy and matte were used to categorize the leading surfoce of the
material. A list o f die most common reflectance of building material has been provided
in^ipendixB.

Fundamentals of Daylighting
Daylight was justified as a light source for most buildings for several reasons, and some
of the more important reasons follows:
•

The Quality o f natural light (i.e. color, intensity, contrast) Daylighting could provide
visual communication channel to the exterior environment

•

Energy conservation can result fiom the use of daylight as a primary or secondary
source of illumination

•

Certain psychological and physiological benefits could be provided that were not
obtained with electric liftin g or windowless buildings, such as: Visual stimulation.
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heaMi benefits enhanced by natural light, and color rendition associated with clarity
ofvisi(HL
Natural daylight was considered a full spectrum light source and was a vital
component in the evolution of the human visual response (Robbins 1986,4). Since the
evolution of the human eye was so closely linked to natural light, it became the basis
fiom which all odier l i ^ t sources were compared. For dûs reason, natural daylight was
oqxected to be incorpwated into every building type where people work for extended
periods of time.
Author Marguerrite Villecco (1979) believed that good daylighting design did not
simply mean large windows but had to be approached both quantitatively and
qualitatively on broader and mme saisitive design terms. The concept of daylighting a
building was directty related to the form, structure, and materials used in its construction
and therefore, it should not have to be added to the building's design at a later time. The
daylighting concept should was best considered as an integral part of the programming
for the building's interior spaces and the aesthetics of its exterior. Many factors affected
the decisions to whether or not to incorporate the use of natural light to help illuminate a
building's interior. Villecco suggested some of the environmental factors that affected
such a decision and were summarized as;
•

Variations in the amount and source of daylight caused by the position and intensity
of sunlight

•

The luminance and luminance distribution of clear, partly cloucty, and overcast skies

•

The affects of the local terrain, landscaping, and nearby buildings

•

Climate and weather
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According to audior Claude Robbins (1986) odier foctors that affected the conceptual use
o f daylighting deal widi the actual delighting system design. These factors were:
•

Daylight apertures (i.e. type, size, and placement)

•

Glazing media

•

Shading and sun controls other dian glazing materials

•

Electrical lighting

A careful analysis of diese fectors could lead to the development of daylighting
concepts. These were comprised of specifying daylighting apertures necessary to
provide die desired distribution of daylight in a room or a building. These concepts were
grouped into seven categories (Robbins 1986,63):
Sidelighting
Roof or topli^ting
Angled lighting
Beam lighting
Indirect lighting
Atria lighting
Combinations o f the above
The use of these concepts required the building's envelope to be manipulated to
allow daylight to reach the interior of the building (Robbins 1986,63). Sidelighting was
the most familiar approach to daylight design. Sidelighting concepts took advantage of
both direct sunlight and sunlight being reflected from the ground or adjacent structures.
Three distinct strategies of side lighting were developed by the 1940s - SOs. These
strategies, which consisted of unilateral, bilateral, and trilateral lighting, have remained
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relatively unchanged (Figure 3 Villecco 1979,68). The positive characteristics of these
type of tystems included the strong directionality of die light and tiieir capacity to provide
primary lighting on two dimensional horizontal and vertical sur&ces. These systems also
had negative characteristics i^ c h included the c^xacity to cause blinding glare and high
contrast in spaces which can affect visual comfort for many users. Sidelighting concepts
involved view and non-view ^>ertures more commonly known as windows and
clerestories.
In earth integrated architecture, foe triplication of sideli^ting concepts was
limited by foe depth of earfo integratioiL Sidelighting concepts were most ^propriate in
buildings that were located in cut-and cover earth integrated space. These techniques
were most often used in conjunction with other mefoods used to eiqxise portions of foe
structure to dayli^t. These techniques frequently incorporated atrium spaces, light
wells, light courts, and courtyards, which are all viable mefoods of eiqxising a structure
tiiat has been integrated into its site. Sidelighting concepts were implemented into foe
interiors of earfo integrated structures to bring natural illumination into spaces that would
otherwise not receive daylight
By placing windows in spaces adjacent to areas that were naturally illuminated by
daylight allowed these spaces to borrow daylight from foe adjoining daylit space. If
special care was taken to protect against glare, sidelighting concepts become a strong
device to bring daylight into earfo integrated space.
Toplighting allowed daylight to penetrate a space from apertures tiiat were located
above foe ceiling line and usually were incorporated into foe roof structure. Toplighting
involved different architectural treatments tiiat affected foe building's
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acterior fonn and interior design. Toplighting concepts were used to increase the depdi
of penetration of sideli^ting £^>ertuies. However, these concepts were also used most
often in cases where sideli^iting concepts were inappropriate.
It was important to note diat these topli^ting concepts incorporated the use o f
clear or overcast skies as a means of illumination, usually excluding direct sunlight. In
recent years, new concepts have been developed that incorporate the use of sunlight,
directly and indirectly, to enhance the interior spaces within a building (Robbins 1986,
87).

(a)

(Ç)
Figure 3 Sidelighting concepts (a) Unilateral lighting concept (b) Bilateral lighting
concept (g) Trilateral lighting concept: Source: A.IA. Journal, 1979, pg. 68.
The unique character produced by a daylighting system that incorporated toplighting
îqiertures was significantly different from the character produced by a dayli^ting system
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diat încoiporated sidelighting fqiertures. However, toplighting concepts had
disadvant%es diat dictated how and where diese concepts were used. Author William
M. C. Lam (1986) states diat many toplighting cmicepts performed poorly in temperate
and frigid climates. Research has also shown that toplighting concepts were more
susceptible to leaks in wet climates. The concept o f toplighting was broken down into
five categories as follows: (see figure 4)
•

Horizontal lights and lig^twells

•

Angled roof ^lertures

•

Sawtooth apotures

•

Monitor apertures

•

Direct and indirect beam lighting
Horizontal lights and angled roof apertures, more commonly known as slgrlights,

provided a uniform level of illumination throughout a given space. Skylights
incorporated the use of both sunlight and reflected skyli^t and were very efGcient in
providing general illumination on horizontal woric planes. Lightwells had many of the
same characteristics as slqrlights. Lightwells were defined as open shafts within the
building extending from the roof one or more floors into die structure allowing more then
one floor to take advantage o f the light coming through the single sq)erture
Sawtooth apertures were anodier means in which daylight was directed by means
of reflected sl^light into the interior spaces of a building. Sawtooth tqwrtures provided
an even distribution of light throughout a building's interior with an accompanying sm all
variety in the brightness pattern. A daylighting system diat incorporated die use of
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sawtooth qiertines was a good w ^ to provide uniform illuminance levels in large spaces
widiin a building's interior.
When using a daylighting system that incorporated die use of sawtooth apertures,
it was understood that this type of system had four distinct characteristics which were;
•

A single ^lerture having a different illumination pattern dian a series of ^lertures

•

The light condition at die end of a series of qiertures was different than that of die
light condition under the first ^lerture in series. This is due to the last qierture
borrowing light fiom die preceding tqiertures in die series

•

The illumination pattern was determined by the slty condition present i.e. clear, partly
cloucty, overcast

•

The pattern of light characteristic o f this type of aperture was determined fi’om a
series of three or more apertures
It was important to note that necessary provisions were made to provide

protection against glare, sharp shadows, or veiling reflections associated with this type of
dayli^ting system.
Monitor apertures were, in many respects, similar to a sawtooth ^ rtu re .
However, a monitor, which had two or four glazing surfaces, allowed light to enter
simultaneously from two or more directions. A system that used monitor qiertures
generally introduced more light into a building's interior spaces. A daylighting system
diat incorporated the use of monitor ^lertures was another good way to provide general
illumination in large spaces (Robbins 1986,105).
Robbins (1986) stated direct and indirect beam lighting was not a new daylighting
concept, however, in recent years diere has been a resurgence of research and
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Figure 4 Toplighting concepts: Source: Source: Daylighting Design & Analysis, 1986,
pg. 63.
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development to use direct sunlight as a effective means to illum inate a building's interior.
It was possible to produce attractive and effective illumination within a building's interior
iNddle protecting it against unwanted glare and overheating due to solar gain associated
with the use of direct sunlight Beam lighting was separated into two components:
indirect and direct Any t^ierture diat allowed direct sunlight to penetrate into a building
was considered to be a form of direct beam liftin g .
Indirect beam lighting referred to li^ t diat has been redirected and redistributed
throughout die space before the l i ^ was used for interior illumination (Robbins 1986,
8). Indirect beam lighting systems were conqirised of diree groiqis witih respect to the
means diey used to manipulate light on the surfoces within die structure. The three
groups were:
•

Ceiling washer

•

Wall washer

•

Floor washer
Ceiling, wall and floor washers all involved the use o f indirect sunlight to wash

surfaces inside die building to create an interesting effect within the building where
specific levels of illumination was not needed. Beam lighting systems were either very
simple by design or relatively complicated involving many different components.
Examples of this Qpe of lighting were seen in the Civil and Mineral Engineering
Building on the campus of die University of Minnesota and the Lockheed missiles and
space building (see figure 4). Widi today's technology, beam lighting systems have
become a more viable system to provide natural light in a building's interior.
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The pteviousfy described toplighting concepts were used to provide natural
illumination in eardi integrated qiace to some degree. However, most o f these concepts,
widi acception o f dhect and indirect beam lighting can only be implemented on structures
that were located near the sur&ce. Therefore, direct and indirect beam liftin g has had
limited success in projecting natural illumination into deep mined qiace. In the future
widi better technology, some eiqierts have concluded this type of lighting system may
become a strong tool which architects can use to project light into deep underground
space (Beimett 1980,75). Toplighting concepts had one major drawback with regard to
earth integrated space. By using the roof as the medium in which to project light into a
building, th ^ elevated the risk of major leaks into the building shell. This risk may
have discouraged dieir use as a viable means of projecting natural light into earth
integrated building space
Atria, light courts and reentrants were odier ways to manipulate die building's
form to allow more o f the building's interior to take advantage of daylight illumination.
Atria were enclosed spaces that allowed light to penetrate the interior spaces of a
building. Atria took advantage of top lighting and side lighting concepts to filter light
into the building's interior.
Most often an atrium space was used as general circulation space for the building,
which made them an integral part of the building's design. Most eiqierts have agreed
that, in general terms, atrium spaces were categorized into five different ty ^ s widi
respect to how diey were linked to the rest of the building. The five categories were
envelop, attached, linear integrated, and core atria follow (see figure 5).
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Core atria were considered to be the classical type of atria space which provided a
glazed courtyard in die center of the building. The adjacent space diat surrounds diis
glazed courtyard took advantage of the natural l i ^ provided by the atrium space.
An integrated atrium space was characterized by having only one side feeing the
exterior of the building. This type of atrium space may or may not have a glazed roof.

Envelope atrium

Attached atrium

Linear atrium

Integrated atrium

Core atrium

Figure 5 Atria concepts. Source: Sunlighting, 1986, pg. 1S7.
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The linear atrium were characterized as large open spaces between two parallel
building blocks and had glazed gables at both ends.
The attached atrium were considered to be glazed spaces added to die external
wall of a building envelope.
The envelope atrium space was characterized by enclosing the entire building in
an envelope o f glazing.
Atria represented one powerful technique architects had use to provide natural
illumination in earth integrated architecture. Multi-story atria were often associated with
feelings of spaciousness and also provided visual interest widiin buildings.
L i^ t courts were similar to atria, but lig^t courts were not part of die building's
interior space. Light courts replaced part of die building's core with an open court This
allowed more o f die building's interior to gain access to natural light.
Light courts represented another powerful technique that was used to provide
earth integrated structures with natural illumination. These courts provided die interior
environment widi a visual focus from an otherwise monotonous layout o f inner
connecting offices, walls, and corridors of a building (Robbins 1986, 113).
The use of various forms of reentrants was another technique which involved the
siuqie and form o f the building's interior and exterior. The term reentrant was used to
describe die process of manipulating a building's envelope to produce an exterior design
diat optimized daylight penetration (see figure 6 Robbins 1986,118).
The majority of reentrant designs were only practical in above grade structures.
The reentrant forms diat were most ^plicable to earth integrated structures were those
forms diat manipulated the building's form vertically.
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Sun control and shadmg devices also played an important role in die effectiveness
o f daylighting concepts. These devices were divided into two categories, mterior and
exterior types, diat were either moveable or fixed. These devices were often used in

U-Shaped Const

Double U-Shaped Const

(b)

Multiple Reentrant Forms

SelfShading
Building

SelfSuming
Building Secdon

Figure 6 Reentrant concepts: (a) classical reentrant forms C or U and E forms.
Multiple reentrant forms, (c) Vertical reentrant forms. Source: Daylighting Design &
Analysis, 1986, pg. 118
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conjunctioa widi daylighting concepts to enhance dieir performance and heh> protect
against unwanted glare and overheating problems from occurring within a building's
interior.
Sun control and shading devices were ofien used with daylighting systems that
were designed for structures above grade. They were not ^iplicable to many structures
that were integrated into their she. However, h was important to note that many earth
integrated structures incorporated daylighting systems based on systems used on above
grade structures. Therefore, h was important to know die different types of sun control
and shading devices that were currently used. The most common devices were (see
figures 7A-B Robbins 1986,119):
•

Overhangs and extended overhangs

•

Light shelves

•

Horizontal louvers and blinds

•

Vertical louvers, fins and blinds
It was beyond the scope of the study to make a detailed analysis to calculate the

effectiveness of the techniques used in the practice of daylighting in the case studies
chosen for this study. However, for informational purposes a comparative evaluation of
the effectiveness o f several daylighting mediods has been tabulated and described in
cluqiterS.
Procedures for calculating levels of interior illumination fix>mnatural sources
have been proposed in more dien f i ^ different countries over the past ninety years
(Commission Internationale De L 'Eclairage 1970, quoted by Claude L. Robbins in
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(A)
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East
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Vertical Fins

East
West
North

East
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Eggcrate

OveAanging Louvers in
a Horizontal Plane

East
West
South

Overhanging Vertkcai
Plan

East
West
South

Figure 7A Common Shading Devices:
Illustration, 1991, pg. 1.11

Fixed shading devices. Source Construction
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(B)____________________
Descrçtive Name

Best Orientation

Overhanging
Awnings

East
West
South

Exterior
RoOmg Shade

East
West
Southwest
SouAeast

Deciduous Plants
.J'rees
'mes

East
West
Southwest
Southeast

Oveihanging
Rotating Horizontal
Louvers

East
West
SouA

Fins
Rotating Fins

East
West

Rotating Horizontal
Louvers

East
West

Figure 7B Common Shading Devices: (b) Moveable Shading devices. Source
Construction Illustration, 1991, pg. 1.11
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1986,157). Most methods fell into two general groups: (1) meAods of
anatysis Aat determined absolute illuminance measured in lux or footcandles, and (2)
meAods o f analysis Aat determined relative Uhnmnance measured as a percentage of Ae
exterior available illuminance. The Lumen MeAod and Flux Transfer MeAod were
meAods used to collect data for absolute illuminance. The Daylight Factor MeAod was
a meAod used for establishing relative illuminance.
There were many organizations Aat produced valuable supplementary information
to aid a designer. The National Oceanogn^hic and Atmospheric Administration
provided monAfy summaries of climatological information of areas across Ae U.S.
These summaries provided Ae designer wiA important data on Ae percentage of
dayli^t, temperature, and precipitation levels available at a given she. This information
was vital when a daylighting system was being designed for a given she.
The Illuminating Engineering Society (DBS) provided guidelines on recommended
illuminance levels in fecilities. These guidelines were based on Ae task that was being
performed, including Ae age of Ae participants, Ae importance of Ae task being
performed and Ae reflectance of Ae task. However, Aese guidelines emphasized
artificial lights and high uniform light levels, which provided a visual environment that
lacked Ae visual stimulation that was a characteristic o f areas that had a variation in
liftin g levels.
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Dayli^tm g Earth Integrated Structures
Natural 1 1 ^ was considered beneficial to most built environments. The
characteristics associated wiA natural light enhanced interior spaces and created a
subconscious connection to Ae natural environment outside. The quality of natural light
was often overshadowed by Ae disadvantages of using natural iUumination in buildings.
These included:
•

Unwanted solar gain

•

Blinding glare

•

Energy loss Arough glazing

•

Initial cost
All of Aese disadvantages contributed to Ae misconception Aat natural lij^t was

something fiom which one Aould have been protected and disregarded Ae more
important advantages of a properly developed daylighting system that actually turned
Aose disadvantages into energy benefits.
There were many oAer different strategies that provided a building's interior
spaces wiA natural light. These strategies not only provided natural light as a primary
source of illumination for Ae interior environment, but Aey also enhanced Ae exterior
form and mass of Ae building.
Many of Aese strategies used techniques that were only used in structures Aat
were placed above ground. When one integrated a building into its site, it limited a
person to which of Ae systems or combination of systems one used as an effective means
of projecting natural light into Aem.
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To understand which dayli^iting tystems w oe applicable to earth integrated
structures, it was necessary to understand Ae different classifications of underground
spaces. The following sections describe Ae different types of underground spaces as
Aey pertained to this study and give a brief esqilanation on Ae differences between Aem.

The Classification of EarA hitegrated Spaces
Since Ae 1970's, designers have rediscovered Ae benefits of earA integrated
architecture (Caimontty 1985,17). Over Ae years Aere have been several variations to
Ae way in which architects and builders aq)loited Ae benefits of placing a building
below grade. These variations have been categorized into two main groups:
•

Deep-mined space

•

Cut-and Cover earA sheltered space
Mined space was characterized by Ae excavation of earA throu^ small openings

fiom Ae surfiice by means of shafts or tunnels. Mined space was usually deeper and
more isolated from Ae surface.
Cut-and-cover earA sheltered space represented Ae largest category of
underground space. This type of space was characterized by buildings that were placed
into Ae soil near Ae surface and were designed to support soil. This group was broken
down into sub-categories o f bermed and submerged types that were characterized by Ae
building's relationship to Ae grade of Ae site and its openings to Ae surface (see figure 8
Carmondy 1983, 11).
The process of providing daylighting for subterranean structures was more
complex than providing daylighting to Aeir counterparts above ground. By oq)loiting
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(Banned)

(Submerged)

(a) Chamber

(b) Atrium

(c) Elevadonal

(d) Penetradonal

fc _

iv tT " .

Figure 8 Classification of Eardi Sheltered Structures, Source: Underground Space
Design, 1983, pg. 49
the benefits that earth provided, one was limited to the amount o f glazing used to provide
natural l i ^ t Designers have used the following basic strategies to provide adequate
natural li^ t and exterior views to buildings that have been integrated into their sites:
•

Vertical glazing
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•

Skylights

•

Li^twells

•

Interior / exterior courtyards
Vatical glazing, sltyligfats, lightwells, interior and exterior courtyards, which have

all been discussed in diis study, have been used to illuminate the interior spaces of earth
integrated structures (see figure 9).
The use of these elements enhanced the form and aesdietics of a building and
provided natural l i ^ t There were several foctors that influenced where and vdien these
elements were used. The following was a list o f influences diat determined which one or
which combination of elements were selected. These included:
•

Site topography

•

Building orientation

•

Size of structure

•

Depdi of structure

•

Building function
Solar optical technology had been used on a limited basis as a means of projecting

light into buildings. Theoretically, with a system of optical lenses and mirrors, sunlight
and views could be captured and projected through small apertures within die structure to
illuminate and provide views in areas that otherwise could not take advantage of natural
light and views due to dieir location within the building.
Author Fuller Moore (1983) states that, "the aesthetic qualities of natural light are
nearly universally recognized." Yet daylighting became widely presumed as a luxury
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and difficult to justify to economically-conscious clients. However, subsequent research
had now demonstrated certain economic advantages of daylighting for commercial
buildings and its use was likely to qiread.

Exterior Courtyard

Vertical Glazing— »

(a) Building set into
a sirring site.
Sltylights —• Courtyard W/ Glazing

pm*Opening

(b) Bermed structure
on a flat she.
Interior courtyard*

Glass Walls

(c) Below-grade
structure on flat site

Figure 9 Daylighting ^proaches to Eartii Sheltered Structures, Source: Underground
Space Design, 1983, pg. 49
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The economic advantages associated with the practice o f daylighting were mainly
fiom decreases in die energy usage o f die building. This was die case of die Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company Building in Sunnyvale, California, State Office Building in
Sacramento, Califiimia and the S t Airy Public Library in Colorado. None the less,
economic benefits should not have been die only determining fitctor U>decide whether or
not to incorporate adequate dayliftin g for eardi integrated buildings.
The decision to use natural lig ^ as a source of illumination inside buildings
should have taken into account the psychological and physiological benefits that
accompanied the use o f natural light as a primary source of illumination. These benefits
became very important in cases Wiere the building had been integrated into its site.

Psychological and Physiological Aspects of
Underground Space
The many benefits gained by the utilization of underground space for storage,
utility systems, and other types of facilities that required litde or no human interaction
were rarely overshadowed by concerns o f the effects such a facility may have had on
human occupants. Whenever focilities required human interaction for extended periods
of time, concerns began to surface regarding the effect the underground facility might
have had on the well-being of those individuals that worked in the space
(Carmondy/Sterling 1993, 137).
The perception of caves and more primitive natural and hiunan made spaces
below grade, when combined widi die power o f the underground metaphor for the
mysterious and unknown, provided reasons why many persons seemed ^prehensive at
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die idea of earth integrated architecture. The negative associations widi underground
space gave rise to many fundamental psychological issues such as claustrophobia, fear of
entrapment due to structural colkqise, and disorientation due to the loss of normal
reference points (Le. sky, ground, sun, and adjacent space) (Carmondy/Sterling 1993,
139). Physiological issues concerning die lack of natural light and poor ventilation also
added to peoples' perception that underground space was dangerous and substandard
(Carmondy/Sterling 1993,50).
Relatively little research existed that was applicable to understanding the
psychological and physiological effects o f diis type of environment However,
researchers had drawn from many related sources of information to hypothesize the
pertinent psychological issues concerning underground environments (Carmondy/Sterling
1993,141).
The research that was essential to understanding what effects earth integrated
environments might have on human occupants had focused on windowless environments
that were placed above ground. These windowless environments took on many of the
characteristics diat were common to earth integrated architecture. Most of the research
that has been done on windowless environments focused on the values associated widi
windows.
One study (Wyon and Nelson) published in 1980 concluded diat windows served
several purposes. Windows allowed visual and acoustical information to be obtained
from the outside environment, they influenced interior air quality and ventilation, and
may further have served as an exit in the case of an emergency. These factors were
important when a designer intended to limit die amount of useable glazing for a building.
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Researcher Belinda Collins published a snufy o f windowless environments in
1975 in which she concluded that in addition to admitting natural daylight, which
provided a (fynamic, changing character within die interior of a building, windows
provided some contact widi the outside environment This contact with the outside
environment provided knowledge o f present weadier conditions, time of day, and other
changing events that happen widiin the natural environment The study also stated diat

in some cases windows served as visual rest centers which allowed a person a change of
focus and provided relief from the feeling of claustrophobia, monotony and boredom
(Collins 1975,1).
Jackson and Holmes (1973) stated that the contributions a window provided to an
interior building environment were to be classed as qualitative. There was a marked
difference perceived within a room that had been illuminated with natural light when
compared to electric light
By evaluating various research studies that had been conducted on windowless
environments, it was revealed that peoples' attitude towards windowless environments
were less then favorable. The strongest reactions seem to occur in restrictive and static
spaces within buildings. This suggested that an essential function of a window was to
provide for the dynamic lighting quality to an interior space that was contained in direct
views to die exterior environment (Collins 1975,2).
Beyond the psychological issues associated widi natural light, there were many
physiological issues associated with natural li^ t as well. Although diere was limited
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evidence research has thus &r proved that the relationship between natural light and a
person's health was complex and multi&ceted. Natural light affects the production of
vitamin-D in humans. It also influences various biological functions such as the
endocrine system's production of hormones and a person's biological clock. It has been
proven that natural light relieved some of the effects of Seasonal Affective Disorder
SA.D. a disorder that affects a person's energy level and mood (Carmondy/Sterling 1993,
276).
With the knowledge o f the contributions that natural light provided in the built
environment, h was essential to understand that, by integrating a building within the its
she, h was limiting a person's connection to die outside environment. Special attention
must be given to this issue, in order to satisfy this important link to the outside and to
fulfill the occupants' psychological needs associated with earth integrated architecture.
From review of pertinent literature, research investigations, and an analysis of individual
case studies of earth integrated buildings, it was expected that at least minimal levels of
natural light could be determined for these types of spaces.
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CHAPTERS

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Approach for this Study
The purpose o f dus ckqxter was to provide procedures and methods for the
systematic collection and analysis of information related to case studies of earth
integrated structures and dieir use of natural light as a source of illum ination.
The examples o f earth integrated structures chosen for this study were represent
state-of-the-art in underground developments in the United States and their use of
daylight as a secondary source of illumination.
The information and data collected for this study was obtained through books,
articles, and journals pertaining to the concepts of using daylight as a secondary source of
illumination for underground environments. Plans, elevation, and sections are included
widi each case stucfy to support the conclusions reached through the analysis of the
written material.
The case studies chosen for this study were analyzed in two phases. The first
phase analyzed the physical characteristics of the buildings to provide a thorough
understanding of the design techniques utilized and to identify desirable design 6ctors for
technical parameters in designing daylighting strategies for underground spaces. The
37
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second phase evaluated die selected buildings in reference to a set of proposed design
hypotheses adwted fiom die previous^ published recommendations of John Carmotfy to
^ f y to the specific issue of dayli^ting for underground spaces. The goals of diis
second phase o f anafysis were to (1) Bàaçt previous^ proposed parameters to ^iply
particularly to daylighting design, and (2) test die results of the revised guidelines when
tqiplied to existing buildings.

Analysis of Building Technical Features
The case studies that have been chosen for diis study were analyzed on the basis
of the following criteria:
Type of facility (size, occupancy type)
Type of underground construction
Structural system as it relates to daylighting
Solar orientation analysis
Daylighting technology used
Interior space (open, compact, scattered)
Reflectivity of materials used
Transition between exterior environment and interior environment
Effective use of landsc^ing (berms, tiers, planters)
Estimated minimum dayli^ting levels achieved
A brief description of each facility explaining the size, occupancy type, and type
of underground space was given at the beginning of each of the case studies in order to
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give the reader a general understanding of the type and function of die fecility
investigated and analyzed.
The structural system o f any building played a major role in die development of
die odier supporting systems in a building. The sh^ie and form of die structure
depended on the material used in its construction. The placement and sizes of the
openings diroughout the building that provided natural light and views was limited by the
choice of structural tystem used. Information on die structural tystem of each building
was gadiered dirough journals, professional magazines, and odier case studies of these
buildings. This information was analyzed on die basis o f being either restrictive or
nonrestrictive widi regard to application of dayliftin g apertures. Restrictive structural
tystems usually incorporated planar elements including, load bearing walls and horizontal
slabs, that enclosed spaces, making it difticult to reflect light diroughout other interior
spaces of the building. Non-restrictive structural systems incorporated linear elements,
including columns and beams, that formed a skeletal frame which produced a sense of
openness. This type of system allowed die interior walls to be manipulated in ways that
allowed light to be reflected to other spaces in the fecility.
Solar orientation was very important in die design and placement of any building.
However, when using natural illumination, the solar orientation of the building became
critical to the performance of the daylighting system. A solar orientation analysis was
done to determine the effective placement of daylighting apertures in lighting the interior
spaces of the facility.
Using Sunerlite 2.0 software, li^ t levels were estimated and documented to
establish die extent that natural daylight was an significant fector as a source of
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illumination in specific areas witiun the fecilities studied. These estimated light levels
were tiien checked against universally recognized standard recommended light levels
established by the Illuminating Engineering Society (lES) to establish how effective die
dayU^ting approach was in providing natural daylight for illumination within each
fecility. At die conclusion o f die case studies analysis, a comparison was tabulated widi
regard to die amounts o f d ay li^t diat reached specific areas in each fecility together with
the daylighting strategies being utilized.
As information on dayliftin g expanded, new technologies were developed to
better utilize available natural resources. Analysis of the placement and use of sltyUghts,
clerestories, and lightwells as an effective means to bring diffosed light into a building
was conducted to gain information which served as one basis o f comparison for each case
study. Atria and courtyard configurations were studied to determine if they were an
effective way to allow parts o f a building to access daylight The effectiveness of the
atria and courtyard configurations were based on the investigator’s analysis of photos and
diagrams of diese spaces.

Evaluation of Design Parameters
While the evaluation contained in section above was used to develop the original
design parameters which addressed the technical aspects o f daylighting underground
spaces, odier researchers had developed additional parameters which addressed some of
the problems that accompanied underground spaces. A comprehensive and wellorganized set of design parameters for underground buildings was provided by Carmody
& Sterling (1993). For the most part, these parameters stressed issues of aesthetics and
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quality of interior environment radier than die technical building issues of daylighting
underground spaces. The present stmty reviewed diese parameters for die purpose of
ad^ting them specifically to issues of daylighting design in underground buildings.
These revised parameters were then used in evaluating die case studies of the selected
buildings. The following procedure was used to adapt diese parameters for daylighting
requirements of underground buildings.

General Design Parameters:
Carmody & Sterling (1993) proposed numerous general design guidelines for
underground buildings which addressed each o f die following issues:
•

exterior and entrance design

•

layout and spatial orientation

•

interior design elements and systems

•

lighting

•

life safety
These categories roughly followed a sequential process of building design which

began with broader issues and subsequently to narrower concerns. In developing these
design parameters, Carmody & Sterling claimed that the source studies on underground
environment and any proposed design parameters derived finm them would tend to be
subjective. They stating that "the nature of research findings in die field of environment
and behavior is ‘suggestive’ rather tiian ‘conclusive* findings often document problems
and behavior patterns but do not clearly tell designers what to do to resolve the problem”
(Carmody & Sterling 1993,154). In developing these guidelines, Carmody & Sterling
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considered the well-documented problems of underground spaces discussed in Charter 2
ofdiisstucfy, and the design hypodiesesity previous researchers. Furdier, a conqiarison
of design parameters for other building types widi similar issues, and field observation of
existing undoground building solutions to typical problems encountered was undertaken.
They presented dieir conclusions in the following fiwm:
•

statement of typical problems in each area

•

proposed design objectives

•

possible design responses ("patterns, ” after Alexander’s A Pattern Language)
The intent o f die present stiufy was qiecifically to evaluate die use o f daylighting

in underground building design. The design parameters addressed the overall design of
underground buildings rather dian dayliftin g specifically (Carmody & Sterling 1993,
154-155). However, many recommendations contained strategies that were well suited
to being solved through effective dayliftin g design. These recommendations covered
three major areas: aesthetic, psychological, and technical.
Aesdietic issues centered around providing a distinct image to an underground
building to create a sense of place. The design recommendations included provisions for
a visible building mass, a clear and legible building entrance, articulation of building
boundaries, e}qx)sing building elements to clarify its location and extent, and creating a
distinct image within the building to compensate for a lack of connection to the exterior
(Carmody & Sterling 1993,157-158).
Psychological recommendations focused on preventing die adverse occupant
impressions of claustrophobia, lower status space, coldness, and lack of stimulation.
Many o f die recommendations catered around providing a feeling of spaciousness and
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aiding occupants in orienting themselves widiin the space. To counter a feeling of being
buried, they recommaded providing a spacious and well-lighted a tiy , a graceful
transition to lower levels, eaty to understand patterns of circulation, and maintaining a
visual connection widi the exterior. To decrease the inqiression of underground space as
low in quality, diey recommaded provision for a stimulating a d varied interior
avironm at, a d use of high-quality materials diat anvey a sensation o f color a d
warmth (Carmody & Sterling 1993,157).
These recommadations by Carmody & Sterling were ancem ed widi issues such
as providing adequate liftin g (natural or artificial) for die tasks being performed in a
particular spaa, maintaining good quality air circulation, designing hadicîqi accessibility
into the main circulation areas, minimizing hazards, and establishment of effective
emergency exiting.
The aesthetic and psychological issues listed above were the focus of the saond
phase of analysis in the present investigation. The technical issues evaluated in the
present study were broader than those outlined by other investigations. These were
addressed within the first phase of the analysis. The following section eiqilains the
application of general psychological and aesthetic parameters to the specific issues of
daylighting.

Application of Aesdietic and Psychological Design
Parameters to Daylighting:
Daylighting was an effective technique that met many of the underground
building design concerns described above. Since sltylights or atria occurred at ground
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level and possibfy extended downward into an underground building of considerable
depA, such dayli^ting structures were useful in enhancing Ae user's feelings of
spaciousness. FurAer, Ae studies have shown Aat daylit spaces Aat opened to Ae
exterior environment were perceived as more desirable and certain daylighting structures
such as sltylights or atria could be useful in enhancing Ae perceived quality of Ae interior
environment Thus, windows or skyli^its provided a desirable visual connection to Ae
exterior. Vfindows and sltylights wiA various treatments allowed direct light fîltœ d
light bounced light and patterns of shadows, and were especially effective in developing
a stimulating, varied indoor environment Prominent daylighting structures at ground
level can be useful in developing a distinct image of an underground building and to
demarcate its boundaries. Patterns of natural light were used to mark circulation patterns
(such as a hallway) or nodes of activity, in order to make Ae spatial layout legible and
clear.
One of Carmody & Sterling's basic recommendations was to “use natural light
wherever possible.” As shown in Ae previous paragraph, Ae available data contained
many opportunities for Ae use of natural light in meeting general lighting design
objectives (Carmody & Sterling 1993,162). Accepting Ae idea that natural light is
desirable wherever possible, and wiA Ae previous data supporting Ae application of
natural light to Ae design issues described above, Ae investigator developed Ae
following adaptations o f Aeir design objectives for Ae use of natural light to mitigate
esAetic and psychological issues in underground buildings:
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•

Allow daylighting structures to create a distinct building image at ground level,
including Ae demarcation of Ae building boundaries and a clear and inviting
entrance.

•

Use daylight to delineate circulation patterns, such as paAs and nodes of activity.

•

Provide d a y li^ in important major spaces to convey a feeling of high quality space.

•

Use natural light to provide visual complexity and variety and a distinct interiw
image.

•

Use natural light to create a distinct interior image.

•

Provide vertical open spaces beneaA daylighting structures to create a sense o f
spaciousness.

•

Provide a visual connection to Ae exterior.

Application of Proposed Parameters
to Case SAdies
Three steps were involved in compiling Ae following case studies wiA Ae above
parameters. The first was to identify Ae particular use of Ae above parameters in Ae
building design. This analysis was based on Ae information gaAered for Ae first stage
o f analysis described in above. Next, any distinguishable design patterns along Ae lines
o f Aose described were identified. For example, “Sunken Exterior Courtyard” and
“Interior Atrium Space” were design patterns identified by Carmody and Sterling as
possible design responses to issues concerned wiA layout and spatial configuration
(Carmocfy & Sterling 1993, 159). Lastly, any mitigating fiictors identified Aat changed
Ae ^iplicability of Ae design recommendations were identified. This could have been
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spaces in which occiqxants performed monotonous work, with tihe need for a visually
stimulating environment i^Aich was greater Aan when Ae activities performed in Ae
space were more interesting (Carmody & Sterling 1993,152). The next chapter o f this
stu(fy has summarized Ae results of Aese comparative analysis and offers oAer proposed
design parameters Aat became apparent in evaluating Ae case study buildings.
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CHAPTER4

CASE STUDIES

A brief description of Ae building complex identifies Ae facility which was
assessed fix>mAe viewpoint of Ae daylighting concept used, Ae type o f earA integrated
space, and Ae iq>plicability of Ae previously proposed guidelines according to Ae criteria
developed in Ae previous ch^iter.

Case Smdy One: Civil and Mineral Engineering
Building, Campus of Ae University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis
Project:.................................................................Civil and Mineral Engineering building
Location:................................................................ University of Minnesota, Miimeapolis
Project Size:........................150,000 SQ. FT. including 48,000 SQ. FT. deep mined space
Completion Date:....................................................................................................... 1983
Architect:.................................................BRW Architects Inc., Minne*q)olis, Minnesota
Type of Underground Space:...................................................................... Cut-and Cover
Mined Space
Type of Daylighting Strategies:.......................................................................Sidelighting
Toplighting
Passive/Active Solar optics
Estimated Daylighting Levels:
Circulation (bridge)............................................................................................. 36-57 fc
Structural Lab
13-16 fc
Rotunda........................................................................................................... 105- 167 fc
47
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The Civil and Mineral Engineering (C/ME) Building on Ae campus o f Ae
University of Minnesota, Minne^x)Iis represents one of Ae most innovative underground
structures in Ae United States. This Acility provided a unique opportunity to investigate
how daylighting systems were implemented in earA integrated fecilities. Investigating
Ae daylighting tystems Aat were used in this Acilhy provided insight into which systems
were q)propriate to use in earA integrated Acilities and how Aese systems were
incorporated into guidelines for oAer earA integrated structures..
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building was funded by Ae Minnesota State
Legislature under Ae mandate that Ae Acility demonstrate Ae latest techniques in earA
sheltering and energy conservation. The construction on Ae facility was completed in
January 1983 at a total cost o f $12.9 million.

Facility Description
Serving as Ae gateway to Ae seven building complex known as Ae Institute of
Technology, Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering Building incorporated 150,000 square
feet of classrooms, lecture rooms, laboratory, and office space into a facility Aat was
designed to demonstrate an energy conservative approach to building technology.
Diverse program requirements and numerous site forces lead to placing 95 percent of Ae
Civil and Mineral Engineering Building's mass below grade. The only visible portion of
Ae facility was Ae upper level of Ae structures lab which provided a visual presence on
Ae she that was representative of Ae building's purpose. The spiral shaped descending
plaza, located in Ae western portion of Ae she, mariced Ae main entrance into Ae Acility
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as well as fonning Ae circulation pattern on Ae site. Within Ae Acility, Ae major
areas were organized on Ae basis o f Aeir relationship to Ae exterior environment (see
figure 10).

Figure 10 Aerial view of Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering Building, Source: Best of
Lighting Design 1987, pg. 217
Structural System:
The main structure was comprised of cast-in-place reinforced concrete in Ae
portion of Ae facility that was classified as cut-and-cover earA integrated space. Selfsupporting limestone and sandstone made up Ae structural system that was used in Ae
portion of Ae facility classified as mined space.
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Mechanical System:
Siq)porting systems included forced hot water to a forced air distribution system
Aat was used to provide heat for Ae structure. For cooling a steam fired absorption
water chiller wiA an outside cooling tower provided chilled water to variable-air-volume
boxes.

Artificial liftin g System
The artificial lighting system consisted of h i^ pressure sodium and fluorescent
luminaries Aat provided 100 footcandles in laboratories and 30-60 footcandles in
corridors, offices and classrooms.

Energy System
To demonstrate energy efficiency in design, Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering
Building incorporated a variety of innovative energy conserving systems to offiet Ae
energy requirements of this facility. These systems were described as being eiAer
passive or active systems. The active systems were Aose that were incorporated into Ae
design of Ais facility and provided solar heating, solar electricity generation and ice
storage cooling. These systems also relied on mechanical subsystems for supplementary
energy. The passive systems that were used included: earth sheltered underground space,
landscape microclimatology, hybrid solar heating, and solar optics and remote view
optics.
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The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building with its innovative energy
components was an example of how technology and architecture togeAer formed a
unique Acility that was boA energy efficient and functional.

Type of Underground Space
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building was a unique combination of
underground space. As mentioned previously, 95 percent of the Civil and Mineral
Engineering Building's mass was located below grade and combined boA cut-and cover
and mined space. Two-diirds of Ae Acuity's volume equaling 102,000 sq. ft. was
categorized as being cut-and-cover earA integrated space. Only 15 percent of Ae
buUding's roof structure was considered to be conventional. The remaining area of Ae
roof structure was covered by earA ranging in depA from one to four feet or was
considered to be plaza area. Only 10 percent of Ae building's wall area was located
above grade and was not in contact wiA earA.

Interior Design Related to Daylighting
The interior design strategy for Ae facUhy focused on providing orientation to Ae
surface, spatial variety, and natural lighting to public and circulation spaces. An example
of this was seen in Ae placement of one of Ae building's interior visual focal points. A
clerestory-banded rotunda, tymbolizing Ae hub of Ae spiral shtqied plaza, provided a
public assembly space for Ae classroom and lecture spaces within Ae facility. The
classroom and lecture spaces, which required total control over light levels, were located
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two levels below grade in Ae west portion of Ae site. This two story rotunda, which
provided ample amounts of natural light, also offered a critical visual link to Ae outside
environment which was deemed necessary in this type of facility. The placement of Ae
classroom and lecture spaces provided an opportunity for Ae development of Ae spiral
shaped, gradually descending courtyard, which marked Ae main entrance into Ae facility.
This courtyard also formed Ae hub for major circulation patterns on Ae site. It was
interesting to note that an open air descending entrance into an earA integrated structure
such as Ae one used at this Acility, which allowed for a gradual descent outside Ae
Acility, had been suggested to offeet Ae negative associations wiA going underground by
evoking a feeling of a conventional entrance into an above ground building. The Acuity
ofBces were located along Ae souAem portion of Ae main structures laboratory and step
down into a sunken courtyard. This allowed for more of Ae ofGces to gain access to
daylight All laboratories, wiA Ae exception of Ae Environmental and Mineral
Laboratories and Ae ofGces of Ae Underground Space Center, were located in Ae cutand-cover earA integrated space.
The remaining one-Aird of Ae volume, equaling 48,000 sq. ft of Ae facility, was
classified as mined space. This part of Ae facility was located at Ae depA of 110'
below grade and lies within a layer of soft sandstone. This portion of Ae facility, linked
to Ae surAce by only elevators and exit stairways, was completely isolated, and provided
Ae Environmental and Mineral Laboratory and Ae offices of Ae Underground Space
Center wiA a temperature stable and vibration free environment (see figure 11).
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Structural System as it Relates to Delighting:
As mentioned in the previous chuter, Ae structural system of a building played a
major role in Ae development of Ae oAer supporting building systems. In Ae case of
Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering Building, Ae structural estcm was conqnised of two
distinctly different parts.
The structural system that was used in Ae portion o f Ae Civil and Mineral
Engineering Building classified as being in cut-and-cover earA integrated space closely
resembled conventional above grade construction. Cast-in-place reinforced concrete
walls, columns and waffle slab floors made up Ae major components of Ae system. As
an outward expression of structure, a steel truss system was used to span Ae structures
laboratory, which was Ae only portion of Ae Acility that was above grade. The linear
nature of this structural system allowed Ae freedom to manipulate spaces and volumes
within Ae structure. This was very important when designing earA integrated structures.
This was evident in many areas wiAin this Acility. Main circulation areas terminated in
large naturally lit spaces. Variations in ceiling heights found in classroom and ofGce
areas provided a variety of different spatial e:q)eriences within Ae Acility.
Since Ae weight of Ae structure was carried by Ae columns, non-bearing
partitions were manipulated to optimize daylight penetration. A good example of this
was seen in Ae Acuity office areas within Ae Acility, clerestory glass partitions were
used in office spaces that did not have direct access to natural daylight. These clerestory
windows allowed natural light to enter Aese offlces from corridors or public spaces Aat
had exterior windows. Along wiA providing natural light in spaces that oAerwise would
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not have had access to natural light, Ae use of glass partitions were also successful in
giving Ae building an open feeling.

Figure 11 Section of Ae Civil and Mineral Building. Source: Underground Building
Design, 1987, pg. 88.
The structural system used was categorized as being a non-restrictive system that
allowed ample amounts o f natural light to be distributed throughout Ae facility wiAout
any major problems.
The structural system that was used in Ae section of Ae Acility classified as
mined space was considerably different than that of Ae one previously described. It was
important to note that Ae only natural light Aat reached this area was provided by Ae
e^qperimental solar optical system. This system was implemented in Ae design of Ae
building and was not affected by Ae type o f structural system that was used. The
structural system in this section of Ae facility directly reflected Ae advances in mining
technology. The roof structure was comprised of galvanized metal that was suspended
from rock-bolted limestone. The walls were sandstone that had been reinforced by
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ccmcrete. The layout of Ae area was based on a room-and-piliar configuration that
had a maximum span of 50 feet (see figures 12-14).

Figure 12 Cross section of Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering building. Source:
Underground Building Design, pg., 312
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building's major axis ran norAwest to
souAeast. This orientation provided a balance between solar heat gain in Ae cold winter
months and solar shading in Ae hot summer months. The spiral shtqied descending
plaza, located in Ae west portion of Ae she, formed Ae major entrance to Ae structure
and defined Ae major circulation paA across Ae she.
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Figure 13 Floor layout of Ae portion of Ae Acility that is classified as cut-and-cover
space. Source: Undergound Building Design, pg. 90
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Figure 14 Floor layout of Ae portion o f Ae Acility that is classified as mined space.
Source: Underground Building Design, pg. 313.
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Solar Orientation
The two story Architecture building and six story Space Center located directly southwest
of Ae plaza provided protection from blinding glare usually associated wiA low sun
angles from this direction. The structures laboratory, Ae only section o f Ae Acility
located above grade, was directly souAeast of Ae plaza area. The structures laboratory
provided a platform for many of Ae energy conserving systems.
The souA Acing wall of Ae laboratory was a translucent trombe wall and Ae
components of Ae solar optical system used to project light into Ae mined space that lies
110' below grade were located on Ae roof of Ae laboratory. These systems were an
outward esqnression of Ae building's energy conscious design. AnoAer sunken courtyard
was located to Ae souA of Ae structures lab. Taking advantage o f Ae shadow free
portion of Ae she, Ae sunken courtyard allowed more of Ae Acuity offices to gain access
to natural light (see figure 15).

Daylighting Design Concept
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building was designed to maximize Ae
effectiveness of Ae avaiAble natural light. Windows in Ae facility were allocated on Ae
basis of Ae specific function of Ae space. Special consideration was given to provide
natural illumination in major public and circuAtion spaces.
Faculty offices were located in Ae souAem portion of Ae site adjacent to Ae
exterior sunken court yard and were provided whh an exterior view into Ae courtyard.
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The sunken courtyard allowed offices located two levels below grade to gain access to
natural light SouA Acing windows pmvided unilateral liftin g for most offices.
Permanent building overhangs and deciduous landsc^ing provided a balance
between solar gain and shading on a seasonal basis. Offices that did not have access to
natural light were provided wiA clerestory partitions that allowed natural light to enter
from an adjoining public area that was naturally illuminated by roof monitors.

N

Figure 15 Solar Orientation Study. Source: Underground Building Design, 1987, pg.
86.

It was important to note, however, that during Ae mid-winter months Ae angle of Ae
roof monitor and clerestory partition was designed so that it allowed direct sunlight to
enter Aese offices, causing a significant glare problem.
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The structures laboratory was another portion o f Ae Acility vAere Ae
daylighting system was a major design element Serving as a central atrium for Ae
surrounding areas, it received natural light by two meAods. First natural light was
projected into Ae Acility via a passive solar optical tystem Aat was mounted on Ae roof
of Ae Acility. A fixed set of mirrors redirected daylight Arough a roof monitor to a
suspended walkway that ran Ae lengA of Ae Ab. The lab also received difiused
daylight from a translucent trombe wall that ran along Ae souAem wall of Ae structure.
The classroom and lecture spaces, mentioned previously, required total control
over lighting leveb and were placed two levels below grade m Ae western portion of Ae
site. Directly above Ae classroom and lecture spaces was a descendmg spiral shaped
plaza which marked Ae mam entry mto Ae Acility. Due to Ae nature of Ae classroom
and lecture spaces, daylight was only mtroduced mto Ae large public area from which Ae
classroom and lecture spaces were entered. Acting as Ae hub for Ae spiral Aaped plaza,
Ae two story rotunda was banded by clerestory wmdows and provided toplighting m this
large public space. This large naturally lit public space also acted as a major focal pomt
withm Ae Acility, which provided that important visual link to Ae outside enviromnent
Along wiA all Ae passive daylightmg systems that were mtegrated mto Ae design
of this facility, Ae Civil and Mmeral Engmeermg Building also had an active solar
optical system used to project natural light mto Ae portion of Ae Acility that was located
in deep mined space. WiA onty a Aw minor problems wiA Ae sun tracking device
which controlled Ae placement of Ae mirrors, Ae system has been quite successful and
has spawned oAer systems to be developed for oAer applications.
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As with many daylighting tystems, Ae interior color scheme and finishes
played an important role in Ae effectiveness of Ae entire system. The Civil and Mineral
Engineering Buildings' interior surfaces were light in color value and hue to maximize Ae
natural light that did enter Ae building. The major color scheme included rust red, tan
and beige. These colors were used to provide waimA and visual interest The interior
finishes included painted concrete block and gypsum board walls, carpet and e^qposed
aggregate floors, and metal rails and doors.

Ü
Figure 16 Cross section showing Ae active and passive daylighting systems. Source:
Best of Lighting Design 1987, pg. 220.
The daylightmg strategies that were used in Ae Civil and Mineral Engineering
Building were not wiAout Aeir problems. The interior clerestory windows located in Ae
Acuity office area were positioned so Aey received light that entered Ae high light
monitor that was across Ae corridor. The angle between Ae two windows was such that
mid-winter sun was allowed to penetrate directly into Ae offices. This caused a
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significant glare problem in fiiese offices. Anotiier problem centered around the
angled glazing systems used in die facility. Besides not being readily accessible for
cleaning, this glazing system contributed nagging leakage problems. These problems
did not seem to be a serious detriment to die system's performance but diey did affect
people's opinions on die benefits of using natural l i ^ as a source of illumination (see
figure 16).

Application of Proposed Daylighting
Design Parameters
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building used its major daylighting structure, the
clerestory/rotunda with the descending courtyard, to provide a distinct building image at
ground level. The courtyard and rotunda also clearly demarcated the entrance. This
area and the above-ground portion of the structures lab provided an idea of the boundaries
of the building underground. The rotunda incorporated die design principles of using
daylight to emphasize an important focal point while providing a visual link to the
exterior. The structures lab followed these same principles. The open faculty offices at
the sunken courtyard also provided this visual link to the exterior. Glass walls at the
interior follow the design principle of allowing natural light to penetrate the interior
whenever possible, although this was done to avoid glare and solar gain problems. The
solar optic system to the mined space provided the benefits of natural light even when no
visual link to the exterior was possible. Daylight was intentionally excluded from spaces
where it would have had a negative effect on their function.
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The building demonstrated the following design patterns in response to
daylighting underground space:
•

A sunken courtyard to provide window areas with a visual link to the exterior
environments

•

The use o f transparent interior partitions

•

Design o f vertical spaces at high daylighting structures as major circulation nodes

•

active d ay li^ t transmission to deep undergrotmd spaces

•

variety in die h e i^ t and volume o f interior spaces
These strategies may serve as precedents for designers to follow in addressing the

same issues in future building designs.

Estimated Daylight Levels Achieved
As mentioned in chuter 3, lighting levels were estimated for June 21, the summer
solstice, at 12:00 o'clock noon. Therefore the results achieved reflected the greatest
amount o f natural light that would reach the interior spaces within the facility. Lighting
levels were estimated for key areas in the building that provided the best opportunity for
using natural illumination in order to respond to the issues mentioned earlier with regard
to daylighting underground space facility did in fact provide ample amounts of natural
light that was used as a secondary source of illumination.
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Figure 17 Estimated lighting levels in the Civil and Mineral Engineering Building
These results indicated that the daylighting system implemented in the design of the

Case Study One Summary
The Civil and Mineral Engineering Building has effectively used the following
daylighting strategies: Sidelighting, Toplighting, and Passive and Active Solar Optics
This made it an outstanding example of how natural light was used as a design element in
earth integrated focilities.
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Case Study Two: Law Library Addition, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Project:
Law Library Addition, University of Michigan
Location:........................... Canq>us of the University of Michigan, Ann Artx)r, Michigan
Project Size:.............................................................................................. 77,000 SQ. FT.
Completion Date:....................................................................................................... 1981
Architect:....................................Gunner Birkets and Associates, Birmingham, Michigan
Type of Underground Space:
Cut-and Cover
Type of Daylighting Strategies:.......................................................................Sidelighting
Toplighting
Estimated Daylighting Levels:
Study Area........................................................................................................... 16-24 fc
2nd Fir. Circulation..............................................................................................12- 48 fc
3rd Fir. Circulation
90- 580 fc
The University of Michigan Law Library Addition, located in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, has been cited as being one of die most aesthetically satisfying large
underground structures built in the United States. The unique aspect of the addition was
that it was neady tucked away at the base o f the old Gothic structure that housed the
existing library. Widi only bronze railings around the major sitylight elements, the
addition was completely hidden from view and the historical character of the surrounding
buildings was preserved.
Without any visually perceived above ground mass, the new addition provided
insight into effective ways of directing natural light into facilities that had been
completely integrated into their sites. The library addition was funded by the law school
alumni and other private donors. Construction on the facility was completed in 1981 at a
cost of $9.5 million.
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Facility Descrq>tion
In order to relieve the problem of overcrowding in die old fecility and die need to
preserve precious open space on campus, die new law library addition at die University of
Michigan added a new unique character to die caucus, while preserving the Gothic
heritage o f die old fecility and the dmmitoties diat were located in die area.

Figure 18 Aerial view o f the University of Michigan Law Library Addition. Source:
Underground Building Design, 1983, pg. 68
The new addition the Law library incorporated 77,000 square feet of stack area,
administration offices, and casual student lounges into a unique underground
environment. The facility was designed to handle 180,000 volumes in finished space and
anodier 200.000 to 300,000 volumes in unfinished space. The main spaces in the facility
were arranged around a dynamic one story high window wall diat defined the inner edge
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of the l-shqied fecility. A smaller triangular skylight, located at the outside comer of the
L-shaped fecility, defined die outer perimeter of the fecility (see figure 18).
The diree story fecility was designed as one big open space. Each floor stepped
back away from the sloping limestone wall and glazed curtain wall which allowed
difiused natural li^ t to reach deep into die fecility. The combination of the multi-level
space created by stepping each floor away fiom the sloping wall and die difiused natural
light diminished die feelings associated with being underground. Circulation space ran
parallel to the glazed curtain wall in each wing of the fecilhy. At the apex of the two
wings of the fecility, a grand stairway linked each floor and created an interior focal point
widiin the facility.
Functions widiin die fitcilhy were arranged so that the more active spaces were
located towards die dynamic window area. The busiest areas which included the card
catalogs, offices, and reading areas were located on the first floor. The second floor was
dedicated to book stacks and study carrels. The third and lowest level of die facility
consisted of more book stacks, a student lounge and the ofiices of the university's Law
Review and Journal (see figure 18).

Structure System
The main structure, like many earth integrated facilities, was comprised of cast-inplace reinforced concrete. The roof and intermediate floors were constructed of
reinforced concrete wafile-slabs. The lowest level was also constructed of reinforced
concrete slab on grade. The one story glazed curtain wall was supported by two major
components. The first component consisted of three foot deep concrete pillars which
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were used to support the glazing tystem. The second conqionait consisted of concrete
planks &ced with i^iite limestone. The planks sloped down from the base o f die
existing structure to die lowest level of die new addition. The sloping concrete planks
and concrete pillars come together to form a 60' deep V-shaped trough that acted as a
retaining wall to resist eardi loads as well as providing natural illumination in the interior.
The whole system was stabilized by pre-stressed de-backs, which extended deep into the
earth under die old Gothic structure.

Mechanical Systems
The heating system for the focility, like many mstitutional focilides, consisted of
hot water diat was provided from die university's central plant and was circulated through
preheat cods in variable-air-volume distribution boxes located throughout the facility.
The cooling system for the facility was unique in that it used low-pressure steam that was
a byproduct of the university's central plant Low-pressure steam that was generated
from campus electrical generators and was piped to a single steam fired absorption chiller
unit The chiller unit provided chilled water to coils in the air distribution system.

Artificial lighting Systems
The Artificial lighting system in this facility consisted of one-by-four foot two
lamp return air parabolic luminaries. Electrical lighting was augmented by natural
illumination, both direct and diffused, from the one story glazed curtain wall and die
smaller triangular sitylight located on the outside comer o f die facility. As an energy
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conscious system, luminaries near the glazed curtain wall were connected to photocells
which automatically turned off these lights when adequate levels of natural illumination
were provided by the sk y li^ t The design of die new addition the Law Library at the
University o f Michigan was a direct reflection of the architect's belief that natural
daylight was a material that should be used for illumination as well as providing visual
interest within a facility (see figures 19-22).

Type of Underground Space
The Law Library Addition was categorized as a cut-an-cover earth integrated
space with die lowest level being 54 feet below die surfitce. The facility was completely
covered by earth ranging in depth of 1.5 to 4.5 feet.

Figure 19 She plan of the Law Library Addition. Source Underground Building
Design, 1983, pg. 70
The exception was the glass curtain wall and triangular sh^ied skylight, which
constituted just 10 percent of this focility's volume. To maximize the amount o f natural
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d a y li^ diat entered the fiicility dirough the sitylight elements, the 77,000 sq. f t L-shaped
focility's interior was designed as one big open space that converged around a large
glazed curtain wall and sloping limestone wall. The glazed curtain wall and limestone
wall came together to form a V-sh^ied trough diat ran 160' along inner edge of the two
wings o f die focility. The sloping limestone wall, which helped redirect natural daylight
into die focility, continued down to die base of die addition. To allow natural light to
reach the lowest level in the focility, the two intermediate floors stepped back away from
die sloping surfoce. Each floor, in turn, formed a balcony that looked out over the multi
level space. The stepping back o f each floor was categorized as a self-shading reentrant
form diat was discussed in Chapter 2.

000 =

m

Figure 20 First floor plan ofdie Plan Law Library Addition. Source: Underground
Building Design, 1983, pg. 72.
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Figure 21 Second floor o f die Law Library Addition. Source: Underground Building
Design, 1983, pg. 73.
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Figure 22 Third floor plan of the Law Library Addition. Source: Underground Building
Design, 1983, pg. 73.
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The idea of overlooking multi-level spaces in eardi integrated focilities, in many cases,
may have relieved die feelings o f confinement that was often felt in diis type o f focility.
The new addition was intended to be integral part of the old Gothic structure.
Therefore, die entrance to the new addition was located on the lower level of the older
structure. A wide descending stairway led into die addition along one end of die
dynamic window wall.

Structural System as it relates td daylighting
The structural system used for die addition, as mentioned previously, consisted of
cast-in-place reinforced concrete. This type of system was easily manipulated to
maximize the available natural d a y li^ that entered die fiicilhy dirough the window wall
and provided a variety of different experiences within die new addition. An example of
this was the dynamic stairway cormecting each floor together located at the ^ x of the Lshtqied focility. Each individual run of the stairway was cantilevered away fiom each
floor, creating a grand vertical circulation path that became a major interior visual focal
point The multi-level space that was created by the stairway further reduced the uneasy
feeling of being underground. The multi-level space also allowed natural light to
penetrate deeper into the focility. The sloping limestone faced wall, which acted as a
retaining wall to resist lateral earth loads, helped redirect natural light into the earth
integrated structure as well as providing a visual focal point within the fitcility. The
opposing pillars that supported the glazed curtain wall played a major role in the
daylighting system. These pillars acted as baffles to reduce the amount of direct sun and
direct glare that entered the focility. In addition to providing protection against direct
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sim and glare, the pillars also provided a fragmented reflection of die old Gothic structure
as well as of the slty and clouds. These reflections further reduced the negative feeling
associated widi being underground.
Not unlike the Civil and Mineral Engineering Building on die campus o f the
University of Minnesota, the weight of die Law Library was supported by columns,
wiiich allowed die use o f nonbearing partitions that were located in areas that did not
block incoming daylight Partitions diat were located near the window wall had
clerestory windows to allow light to be reflected deep into the focility along die ceiling.
The structural system used was a non-restrictive system that allowed natural light
to enter the focility and be distributed throughout without any major problems (see figure
23).
Solar Orientation
The addition was located in the southeast comer of the historic Gothic quadrangle,
formed by the old library and surrounding dormitories. The two major axes of die Lsh^ied facility ran north to south and east to west along the base of the old Gothic
stmcture. The major daylighting element, a 160' x 26' trough, defined the inner edge of
the facility, and ran along the base of die old structure. The trough, created by the
sloping limestone foced wall and the opposing glazed curtain wall, redirected natural
difiused daylight into the focility. The limestone wall slopped towards the south,
southeast, and east as it w r^ped around the base o f the old stmcture.
The wall took advantage of the direct sunlight throughout die day and provided difiused
daylight on all diree levels. The glazed curtain wall was protected from glare associated
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Figure 23 Cross section Law Library Addition. Source: Underground Building Design,
1983, pg. 74.
with low sun angles coming from the west by the old library. The concrete pillars that
supported die glazed curtain wall acted as baffles to protect against direct sun and glare
throughout the day. Evidence of the dieir effectiveness to protect against glare
associated widi overiiead glazing was indicated by people reserving spaces along the
balconies and wotting there throughout the day. The smaller triangular skylight that was
located in the southeast comer of the facility took advantage o f daylight throughout the
day and was protected against direct sunlight in much the same way as the major window
wall was. .However, during the late afternoon hours, the sitylight was protected by the
direction in which it was sloped, and at die surface by a high concrete wall around the
opening which cast its shadow across the glazing (see figure 24).
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Figure 24 Site plan showing solar angles. Source: Underground Building Design, 1983,
pg. 70.
Daylighting Design Concept
Since the addition was completely integrated into its she, providing enough
natural daylight and views to the outside, became a major concern. The daylighting
system used to provide natural light and views was a integral part of the design of the
facility and natural daylight entered the 6cility in a dynamic fashion through the glazed
curtain wall diat ran along the inner edge of the facility. The glazed curtain wall and
opposing limestone wall came together to form a 60' deep trough that allowed natural
light to enter the facility from above.
The limestone wall which stretched from the base of the old structure to the
lowest level of die addition captured natural light throughout the day and redirected it
through the glazed curtain wall into the frcility. The major supports o f the glazed curtain
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wall also acted as baffles to protect it against unwanted direct sunlight and glare, which
was often associated widi large amounts of overhead glazing This unique system also
provided views to the outside and odier parts of die interior by the use of mirrors. Three
foot deep mirrors were attached to each side of the siqiporting members. These mirrors
provided fragmented views o f the changing environment outside along with views of the
different interior spaces widiin the focility. Mirrors also provided a stimulating visual
effect diat was seen throughout the focility. As natural light struck the mirrors, it was
redirected downward onto die sloping limestone wall. The position of the mirrors
created a criss-cross pattern o f reflected li^ t on die sloping surfoce that changed
throughout the day.
To allow the natural light that was reflected down into the facility in order to
reach die lower levels, each floor slab was pulled back away from die sloped surface. By
pulling each floor back, a multi-level naturally lit interior space was created. Most of the
activity in the library centered around this dynamic space, which was an indication that
natural light was an important component within the structure. In addition to the large
glazed curtain wall, there was a smaller triangular shaped sitylight located at the southeast
comer of the facility. This provided natural light to enter along the outer edge of the
facility. This skylight also provided natural light to reach the student lounge located on
the lowest level directly under the small sitylight. The glazed curtain wall and smaller
triangular sitylight allowed enough natural light to enter the facility so that a person was
conscious of being surrounded by natural light in most areas well within the structure.
Fifteen foot ceilings also provided ample open space within die focility to reflect light
above most of the activities. Partitions located near the window wall had
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clerestory windows, which allowed light to be reflected beyond the partitions along the
ceiling deeper into the focility.

Interior Design
The interior color scheme for this focility, like with daylighting system, played a
major role the in the ovoall performanc&of the system. The interior scheme for this
focility consisted of white walls and ceiling panels to insure that light was reflected deep
into the facility. The white limestone foced panels made sure light was reflected into the
focility. Dark green carpet was used in the more active areas within the focility and
quieter tannish-brown carpet was used in the less active spaces. Throughout toe focility
red oak along wito polished aluminum four pipe railing were used as accents
A true indication of toe success of toe daylighting system was expressed by
comments from people who worked in toe focility. Margaret Leery, the associate library
director when toe new addition was completed, said, "We really like toe open stacks, toe
carrels, toe space is light and airy and comfortable and engender a good feeling.” Bruce
Johnson, toe reference librarian said, "We were afraid we'd be trapped in a basement, but
I dont feel toe least entombed. It's a spectacular setting to work in "(Dean, 1983, 54).

Application of Proposed Daylighting
Design Parameters
The Law Library is an example o f a building where toe designer chose
appropriately not to use exterior daylighting structures to create a distinct exterior image
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for the building. In this case, preserving the context of existing Gothic buildings
w eired more heavily toan toe need to emphasize toe new building. Those portions of
toe daylighting system that were e;qx>sed at ground level were designed to ^pear lowkey and of high quality (toe triangular sitylight wito its brass railings). The major
daylimiting structure of toe 60’ trough with sloped limestone walls was, however, used to
create a distinct image for toe interior o f toe building. This pervasive feature was an
explication of toe principle of allowing deep vertical lighting structures to provide a sense
of spaciousness. Visual variety and stimulation were provided in this building by the
shadow pattern effect provided by toe major support colunms, toe mirrors, and toe
reflected light from toe sloped wall. The stairway at the intersection of toe two linear
light troughs uses dayli^ting structures to emphasize toe major circulation pattern. The
large glass curtain wall at toe light troughs allows a visual coimection to toe exterior, not
only to toe slty but to toe Gothic buildings above.
Daylighting design strategies exhibited by this building included:
•

A two way light trough penetrating toe earth around building perimeter

•

The use of structural elements as light-patterning element

•

Introducing bounced li^ t from sloped reflective surface

•

The Use of high floor-to-floor space to increase light penetration to interior

•

Reducing interior walls to a minimum

Estimation of Daylighting levels Achieved
As mentioned previously, lighting levels were estimated for June 21 at 12:00
o'clock noon. The results achieved reflected toe greatest amount of natural light toe
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would reach the interior spaces within toe Michigan Law Library Addition.. The
following chart shows toe range of available levels of natural illumination in three key
areas in toe focility (see figure 25). These results proved toat a properly designed
daylighting system did provide ample amounts of natural light in a focility that was totally
integrated into its site.

Recommended Standards
For Libraries
study Spaces

Circulation Spaces

SO

100

1 0 # 20

Estimated Daylighting levels—
Michigan Law Library Addition
Study Areo 1st fir.
• 3' above floor

1 6 # 24

Circulation 2nd fir
• 3‘ above floor 1 2 # H # # 1 48

Circulation 3rd fir
• 3' above floor
50

100

300

500

Gneral llluminonce, fc (footcondles)

Figure 25 Estimated lighting levels at toe Michigan Law Library Addition
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Case Stu(ty Two Summery
Wito any new focility, some small problems need to be worked out The law
library addition was no different There were no serious leaks in toe mam structure,
however there has been some minor leaks throu^ toe curtain wall itself that had to be
repaired. Acoustics in the building was a problem and toere was little that could be done
to solve toe problem. Due to toe large open space and high ceilings in toe focility, voices
on toe lowest level were heard toroughout building. There was a more serious problem
wito toe ventilation system when toe focility was conqxleted. Metal veins used to direct
air within toe circulation ducts produced a high pitched whining sound when toe air
reached certain temperatures and speeds. The high pitched sound made it impossible to
work in toe focility (Dean, 1983 54).
However, The Law Library Addition at toe University of Michigan successfully
demonstrated how a daylighting system could be used to provide natural illumination in
toe facility that was completely integrated into its site. The hybrid system combining
both sidelighting and toplighting strategies redirected natural light down into a focility in
a dynamic fashion. The estimated lighting levels showed that natural illumination was
possible in a focility that was completely integrated into its site. This facility was a good
example o f how natural light was integrated into the building's overall design.
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Case Stutfy Three: Williamson Hall, The University of
Minnesota, M in n e llis
Project:..........................................Office of Admissions and Records, Student Bookstore
Location:................................................................University of Minnesota, Minnesqxxlis
Project Size:...................................................... 86,500 SQ. FT. ( includes 1982 addition)
Completion Date:............................................................................1977 ( addition 1982 )
Architect:...................................................BRW Architects Inc. Minneapolis, Minnesota
Type of Underground Space:......................................................................Cut-and Cover
Type of Daylighting Strategies:...................................................................... Sidelighting
Topli^ting
Estimated Daylighting Levels:
1st Floor Work Surfoce:
36- 394 fc
2nd Floor Work Surfoce:...................................................................................... 6-72 fc
Williamson Hall, located on the campus of the University of Minnesota,
represented one of toe first large scale underground focilities built in the United States.
The 86,500 square foot, muki-use facility designed to house toe university’s admissions
and records offices and toe campus bookstore was 95 percent earth integrated.
Williamson Hall provided another good example of how daylighting and earth integration
was combined to provide a well balanced facility. The initial cost of toe facility was $3.5
million and construction was completed in 1977. A 6000 square foot addition was
completed in 1981 for an additional cost of $800,000

Facility Description
The overall design concept for Williamson Hall, like many earth integrated
structures, developed out of a need to preserve scarce open space, preserve views of
historic buildings, and preserve toe established pedestrian circulation pattern that
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diagonally bisected toe she. The driving force behind toe design o f toe two story focility
was to achieve a balance between energy conservation and user sadsfoction. The 86,500
sq. f t focility incorporated toe university’s admissions and records offices and toe
canqxus bookstore into a two story facility that was 95 percent integrated into its she, wito
only a small lounge and toe entry way giving one a hint of toe two story structure that lay
below. Williamson Hall's entire building mass was hidden below grade. Two of three
main entrances to Williamson Hall allowed pedestrians to enter to toe building one level
below grade. A sunken courtyard at one end o f toe she allowed pedestrians to enter toe
focility horizontal. The change in grade across toe she made h possible to enter toe
focility horizontally on toe other side of toe site.

/
m

Figure 26 Aerial view of Williamson Hall. Source: Underground Building Design,
1987, pg. 119.
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The interior of the focility was designed to evoke a feeling o f openness and to emphasize
toe available natural li^ t and views. The campus bookstore was located on toe lowest
level in toe soutowest portion o f toe focility. The bookstore was designed as one large
open space. The offices of admissions and records, located in toe northeast portion of
toe focility, were arranged in a typical open office format with private offices located
along toe back walls. The two quadrants of )\filliamson Hall were bisected diagonally by
a pedestrian walkway at grade level. A central concourse, which acted as toe focility's
main circulation spine, was located one level below grade. A sunken courtyard, located
one story below near toe offices of admissions and records, was used to allow more
natural light to reach toe interior spaces o f toe facility. Since toe majority of toe building
was located below grade, toe roof o f Williamson hall was used as urban plaza area (see
figure 26).

Structural System:
The main structure o f Williamson Hall was composed of cast-in-place reinforced
concrete. Cast-in-place reinforced concrete waffie slabs were used for toe roof and toe
intermediate floor. The lowest floor was reinforced concrete slab on grade. The column
supports and walls were also cast-in-place concrete. The major components of toe
structure were exqxosed in toe interior of toe facility, which created complex geometric
patterns that provided visual interest within toe facility.
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Mechanical Systems
As another example of energy efficiency in design, Williamson Hall incorporated
a variety o f energy conserving features toat included boto active and passive systems.
Williamson Hall received its energy, in toe form of steam, from toe campus central plant
and used it for boto its heating and cooling cycles. The steam was piped through a lowpressure variable air volume distribution system that ran toroughout toe building. The
system was also ofiset by toe use of direct solar gain (daylighting) through toe glazing
system and an active solar collection system that was added in 1980.

Artificial Lighting System:
The artificial lighting system used in Williamson Hall was a combination of metal
halide lamps toat were used for general lighting throughout toe building and movable
ceiling mounted fluorescent fixtures used for task lighting. Estimated lighting levels
were 70 fc for task lighting and 35 fc for general lighting. The lighting system was offset
by toe use of passive daylighting (see figures 27-29).

Type of Underground Space:
Although only 7 percent of Williamson Hall’s roof structure actually supported
soil, it was still categorized as being a cut-and-cover underground space. The facility
itself stepped down two levels below grade and took toe form of a square that was
bisected diagonally by pedestrian circulation boto inside and outside toe facility. Seventy
five percent of toe roof structure was covered wito concrete pavers that formed a urban
plaza tiiat Williamson Hall. The remaining portion of Williamson Hall’s roof was
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comprised o f conventional built-up roofing. Only 2 percent of the focility’s exterior
wails were not covered with earth.
Due to foe nature of this type of focility, special emphasis was placed on foree key
areas of the design: the entry, interior design and mqxosure to natural light and view. All
three areas are very inqxxrtant in any successful underground facility. To mavimize the
amount of natural daylight light that entered the focility, 80 percent of the building's
interior space was laid out in an open office plan. The remaining 20 percent of the
building consisted of private offices foat were placed around the perimeter.

Figure 27 Ground level o f Williamson Hall. Source: Underground Building Design,
1987, pg. 121
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The offices of Admissions and Records, located in the norfoeast portion of the
focility, were arranged around an exterior courtyard foat was located one story below
grade. The courtyard allowed more offices to gain access to natural li^ t and views
outside. The bookstore, designed as a big wide open two story space, was located on foe
lowest level in foe southwest portion o f foe focility. The bookstore gained access to
natural light th o u ^ high angled clerestory windows
The bookstore was bisected diagonally by a mezzanine level that acted as foe
main circulation system inside foe building. The mezzanine level looked out over foe
bookstore below and created a feeling o f openness within foe building. The complex
shapes wifoin foe structure, created by foe exposed structural system, provided foe user
wifo a unique underground exqxerience foat rivals any above grade focilities.

Structural System as it Relates to Daylighting
The structural system foat was chosen for Williamson Hall, as mentioned
previously, consisted of cast-in-place reinforced concrete. This type o f system was
chosen because o f its ability to handle extreme earth loads as well as being easily
manipulated to create large open areas and provide large openings for natural daylight to
enter the facility.
Since foe main objective for foe design of foe interior was to create a feeling of
openness and maximize foe available light and views, cast-in-place was a natural choice.
In foe initial stages of foe design it was decided that foe bookstore employees and visitors,
due to the (tynamic nature of foe function, needed less sun, light and stimulation from foe
outdoors than office workers. As a consequence, the bookstore main sales floor
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Figure 28 First level plan o f Williamson Hall. Source: Underground Building Design,
1987, pg. 122
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Figure 29 Second level plan o f Williamson Hall. Source: Underground Building Design,
1987, pg. 123
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was located on the lowest level of the two story structure. The circulation concourse,
which provided a panoramic view down into the bookstore and bisected the building, was
located one level above the main floor of the bookstore. The first level of Williamson
Hall was designed as a mezzanine, which allowed more natural light to reach the lower
level Arough the angled glazing system. The sloped glaring system was used to permit a
greater amount of light to reach the lower level while it provided views outside. On the
other side of the building, the ofBce of Admissions and Records were laid out in a ^ ic a l
open ofBce format and were arranged around a sunken courtyard. The first level was
stepped back away fiom the glazing area which allowed natural light to reach die offices
on the lowest level. The low partitions in the office area provided flexibili^ and a sense
o f spaciousness, but also allowed natural light to reach deqi into die facility. Private
offices were placed along the perimeter of the building to provide more privacy.
Throughout the &cility, concrete walls and structural elements were eiqiosed, reducing
the feelings associated with being in a typical basement. This association was fiirther

Figure 30 Section through Williamson Hall. Source; Underground Building Design,
1987, pg. 125
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reduced by complex geometric patterns formed by the structure itself the fluted texture
of the concrete, and die extensive use of color. The rough tmctured cast-in-place concrete
structure was also softened by using natural birch wood detailing, and die abundant use of
plants. The structural system diat was used at Williamson Hall was categorized as being
a non-restrictive structural system that allowed natural light to enter and be distributed
throu^out the Acility without any major problems (see figure 30 Carmody, 1983, 121).

Solar Orientation
Williamson Hall used only 3 percent of die total floor area for glazing to allow
natural light into the fiæility. Solar orientation became critical when such a limited
amount of glazing was used for diis size of building; As mentioned previous^,
Williamson Hall was designed as a square building that was bisected diagonally on its
north-south axis by pedestrian circulation, bodi on die sur&ce as well as inside the facility
itself. Most of the glazing in the 6cility was oriented to the soudi and west Due to die
location of the glazing, the fitcility was supplied with ample amounts of unobstructed
daylight throughout the day, even in the winter months. The south facing glass areas
were shaded in the summer months by tiers of planters which contain ivy.
In the winter months, the ivy loses its leaves and allowed more natural light to enter the
facility. Due to their size, die buildings that surrounded the site did not affect the amount
of natural li^ t that reached Williamson Hall (see figure 31).
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Figure 31 Solar Orientation study of Williamson Hall. Source: Underground Building
Design, 1987, pg. 121.
Daylighting Design Concept
Psychological benefits gained by the use of natural light, not energy conservation,
was the fundamental motivation for the use of natural daylight in the facility. The
daylighting system used at Williamson Hall was an integral part o f the overall design of
the facility. The concepts that were implemented into the design of facility included the
use of side-lighting, in the form of angled clerestory windows, and the use of an exterior
sunken courtyard. Bodi provided ample amounts of natural light and views to reach
inside the fiicility. The first floor of the Acility was designed as a mezzanine and was
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stepped back away from the glaring areas to allow more natural light to reach the lowest
level. Oriented towards die south and west, the clerestory glazing areas were set at a 45
degree angle to provide more light inside die 6cilhy while still providing horizontal
views from inside die building. By using sloping glaring die architect created a more
open effect than would have been achieved by using the sltylight strategy that was first
proposed with the design. The office areas were laid out in a typical open office plan and
used low partitions to divide up the space. The use of low partitions rather dian walls to
divide up the areas allowed natural li^ t to reach further into the fecilhy without being
obstructed. This strategy allowed major spaces within the building to feel large and airy.
The bookstore, located on die lowest level, was again designed as a large open space to
allow natural light to reach the main floor through high clerestory windows. Employees
o f die bookstore have said, "there is so much light you can look out and you don't have
the feeling of being underground or crowded". Throughout die facility, die passive
daylighting strategy used in conjunction with fluorescent task lighting and metal halide
general lighting provided ample amounts of light to produce a bright and comfortable
interior, even though it was underground.
To protect the facility against solar heat gain while still allowing diffiised light to
penetrate the building, tiers of planters were placed over die major areas o f south and
west facing glass. Engleman ivy hung from these planters and shaded the glazing area in
die summer months, but in winter months the ivy drops its leaves and allowed the fecility
to gain more solar radiation.
The interior color scheme for this fecility played an important role in the overall
acceptance of people who used it. The rough textured cast-in-place reinforced concrete
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eiqwsed structural system dominated die interior. The ^ipearance of the concrete was
sodened by natural birch wood detailing. The cold ^ipearance of die structural system
was offeet by the use of bright primary colors on the eiqxised building systems and the
furnishings in the office areas, which over time has given away to a more muted pastel
color scheme (Dean, 1978,48).

Application of Proposed Daylighting Design Parameters
The vast sloped glazing and die sunken courtyard were an outstanding examples
of a building that used the eiqiosed daylighting elements to produce a distinct building
image, both for the exterior and die interior. This daylighting system also provided a
broad visual connection to the outside and a feeling of spaciousness. The spaciousness
was enhanced by the avoidance of full interior partitions. The major circulation pattern,
including the diagonal path of the mezzanine, is emphasized by its alignment with the
daylighting structure. The considerable daylight transmitted through the large window
areas was one o f many elements that contributed a sense of the high quality to the space.
Natural light was de-emphasized in die bookstore area, a decision of the designer that the
dynamic nature of the activity there would lessen the need for natural light. As noted
below, this was a decision that led to decreased occupant satisfaction in this space.
The design response exhibits the following daylighting design strategies:
•

A sunken courtyard

•

Minimal use of full interior partitions

•

The use of stepped levels

•

The use of deciduous plants to allow seasonably controlled daylight penetration
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Estimation of Daylighting levels Achieved
As mentioned {neviously, lighting levels were estimated for June 21, the summer
solstice, at 12:00 o'clock noon. The results achieved reflected Ae greatest amount of
natural light that would reach the interior spaces widun \l^lliamson Hall. The following
chart shows Ae range o f available levels o f natural illumination for two k ^ areas in Ae
Acility (see figure 32). These results proved that a properly designed daylighting
systems provide ample amounts of natural li^ t in a fitcilhy having two floors below
grade.

Racommended Standards
For Office Spaces

100

Office Spaces

e

200

Estimated Daylighting levelsWilliomson Hall
Office Area 1st fir.
e 3' above floor

Office Area 2nd fir.
• 3' above floor

361

1394

SO

100

200

400

Gneral Illuminance, fc (footcondles)

Figure 32 Estimated lighting levels at Ae Michigan Law Library Addition
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Case Study Three Summery
Williamson Hall has shown Ae effective use o f Ae following daylighting
Strategies:
•

Sideli^xting

•

Toplighting

•

Active / passive solar collection systems

These made it anoAer good example of how natural light was used as an integral design
element in earA integrated focility. It proved Aat wiA a very limited amount o f glazing
one could provide an ample amount of natural light to relieve fears Aat were usually
associated wiA being underground. The facility proved by effectively integrating an
active solar and conventional HVAC comprments one could also etAance attainable
energy savings Arough earA sheltering. This project provided valuable knowledge that
helped in Ae development o f future earA integrated focilities.
However, Ae focility was not wiAout its Aults. Leaks had developed around Ae
sloped glazing system, an iiAerent problem wiA this type of glaring AnoAer problem
concerned Ae performance of Ae sloped glazing system, which caused greater heat loss
through its sloped glazing than through vertical glazing. There were complaints from
office workers that it was too noisy in Ae facility which reflected a common problem
wiA open office layouts. There was not much that could be done to fix this problem.
The tiers of planters that were used to shade Ae souA and west Acing glass also caused
problems. The landscaping was not maintained properly and as a result direct sun light
was able to penetrate through glass areas and increased solar gain in summer months.
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Architects originaily planned for a louver system but Ais proposal was turned down by
Ae building committee. However, It was interesting to note that the building, wiA all
Ae problems, still used less energy Aan larger above ground Acilities on campus.
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Case Stiufy Four California State Office Building No. 3,
Sacramento California
Project........................................................... California State Office Building Site No. 3
Location:...................................................................................... Sacramento, California
Project Size:............................................................................................ 264,000 SQ. FT.
Completion Date:.......................................................................................................1982
Architect................................................ The Benham Group Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Type of Underground Space:
Cut-and Cover
Type of Dayli^ting Strategies:...................................................................... Sidelighting
Estimated D ayli^ting Levels:
Work SurAce by East Facing Glass:
23-358 fc
Woric Surface Between North & SouA Acing Glass:
6-28 fc
Woric SurAce Ity East & West Facing Glass:
92-450 fc
The design for Ae California State Office Building in Sacramento, California was
Ae result of a national design competition concerned wiA energy conservation. The
264,000 square, foot complex, covering one-and-a-half city blocks, was designed wiA
many innovative energy efficient systems. The most predominant energy efficient
features of Ais Acility were Ae use of earA sheltering and solar technology.
The Acility, which formed part of Ae Sacramento Capital Area plan, was
developed in two components to maximize energy efficiency and to resolve many of Ae
she constraints. The first component of this Acility consisted of a six story office
building located at Ae norA end of Ae site. WiA its sloping facade and Ae 25,000
square feet of concentrating solar collectors, Ae six story office building was provided
whh a dominate visual image. The second component consisted o f75,000 square feet of
office space and an auditorium. This portion of Ae Acility, located at Ae souA end of
Ae site, incorporated Ae use of earA sheltering technology. The two components of
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Ae Acility were linked togeAer by a open air subterranean commons. This Acility
provided an opportunity to investigate how a variety o f energy efficient ^stem s were
implemented into a Acility that incorporated earA sheltering and standard on grade
construction. Construction o f Ae Acility was completed in 1982 at a cost o f $18.5
millirm (see figure 33 Kosaa 1987,128).

Figure 33 Aril view ofAe California State Office Building Site No. 3. Source:
Underground Building Design 1983, pg. 129
Facility Description
The primary force behind Ae design of Ae California State Office Building was to
conserve energy. The 264,000 square foot Acility, which incorporated 1.5 city blocks,
demonstrated an aggressive ^>proach to energy conservation. The 264,000
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square foot Acility was programmed to house governmental offices and an 150-seat
auditorium.
To accommodate Ae site being bisected by a public street, Ae Acility was
developed in two distinct components Aat were typical o f most office buildings wiA a
few exceptions. The major exception was that 75,000 square feet o f this Acility, which
included office space and an auditorium, was integrated into Ae site. The earA
integrated component of Ae Acility encompasses a complete city block and was located
in Ae souAem half of Ae site.
The oAer 189,000 square feet component of Ae Acility, located in Ae norAem
half of Ae she, consisted of a six story structure that was designed to maximize Ae use of
solar energy. Each floor of Ae six story structure stepped back at a 45 degree angle
which gave Ae building hs Astinct image. By sloping Ae souAem facade of Ae six
story structure, Ae archhect was also able to visually connect Ae two Afferent
components o f Ae facility.
The main entrance gallery to Ae California State Office Building was centrally
located within Ae six story structure at Ae norA end of Ae site. Access to Ae earA
integrated portion of Ae Acility was provided by an open-air subterranean commons that
was an integral part of Ae main entrance of Ae six story structure. At Ae souAem end
o f Ae site, long sloping ramps provided access to Ae central sunken courtyard. This
sunken courtyard served as Ae main entrance for Ae office spaces below grade and also
linked Ae two separate components of Ae Acility togeAer. The central sunken
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courtyard also provided Ae major sense o f orientation from boA Ae exterior and interior
spaces below grade (see figure 34)

Interior Design
The interior of Ae Acility was designed to capture Ae available natural light and
views, while protecting against solar heat gain. The interior of Ae six story structure was
laid out to maximize Ae penetration o f natural light into office and circulation spaces
within Ae structure while minimizing solar heat gain. In Ae portion of Ae Acility that
was integrated into Ae site Ae office areas were laid out in close proximity to Ae exterior
sunken courtyards. This allowed Ae majority of Ae office areas to be located widiin
view of Ae windows.

g

Figure 34 Overall She Plan ofA e California State Office Building She No. 3. Source:
Underground Building Design 1987, pg. 131
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Structural System
The structure system for Ae California State Office Building forAer reflected Ae
differences in Ae two sections o f Ae Acility. The 75,000 square foot section that was
integrated into Ae souAem portion of Ae site had a structural system typical o f this type
constroction. The main conqwnent was comprised o f cast-in-place reinforced concrete.
A cast-in-place reinforced concrete waffie slab was used for Ae roof. The floor system
in Ais portion of Ae Acility was a reinforced concrete slab on grade. The colmnn
supports and walls were also cast-in-place concrete. It was interesting to note that Ae
structural system in this portion o f Ae Acility was designed to support a future housing
development proposed on a part of Ae site.
A steel skeletal system was used in Ae six story portion of Ae Acility. This tyrpe
of stractural system, typical o f conventional construction, allowed more flexibility in Ae
design of Ae interior spaces wiAin Ae six story structure.

Mechanical Svstems
Since Ae driving force behind Ae design o f Ae California State Office Building
was energy conservation, Ae facility incorporated a variety of energy conserving features
that included boA active and passive systems. The California State Office Building's
entire HVAC system was controlled by computers that monitor and select Ae most
efficient way to heat and cool Ae Acility. During Ae winter months heat pumps
supplied hot water from concentrating solar collectors and reclaimed heat generated from
various building functions to baseboard fln tubes and Ae variable-air-volume distribution
system that ran throughout Ae building.
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During Ae sununer monAs, Ae same hot water from concentrating solar
collectors was used to drive an absorption machine that produced chilled water which
was Aen fed to Ae variable-air-volume distribution system. This system was
supplemented by nighttime cooling o f Ae Acility wiA Ae HVAC systems' economizer
cycle. A rotary screw compressor and a brine chiller, which made and stored ice during
nighttime hours, provided additional energy for peak daytime use.

Artificial L iftin g System
Extensive testing was done before a lighting system was integrated into Ae
California State Office Building. The system that was ultimately selected incorporated
Aree foot by three foot fixtures wiA two pair of criss-crossing fluorescent lamps wiAin
each fixture. The fixtures were set into a five foot by five foot ceiling module and used
for general lighting throughout boA sections of Ae building. The lighting system was
offiet by Ae use of task lighting and passive daylighting. To c^italize on Ae potential
energy saving assocAted wiA using natural light within Ae building, Ae lighting system
was linked to photoelectric cells near each light court The photocells automatically
turned off a portion or Ae entire lighting system when adequate levels of natural
illumination were provided by Ae light courts (Kosaa 1987, 135).

Type o f Underground Space
The California State Office Building was unique in that Ae facility incorporated
boA an above grade structure and an earA sheltered structure which were boA linked
togeAer by an open-air circuAtion spine centrally located one level below grade. The
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75,000 square foot portion of Ae Acility Aat was integrated into Ae site was categorized
as being a cut-and-cover underground space. One hundred percent of Ae walls of Ae
Acility were in contact wiA earA. O f course, this figure didn't include Ae sunken
courtyards located around Ae perimeter or Ae centrally located sunken circulation spine.
One hundred percent o f Ae ejqwsed roof was covered wiA earA ranging in depA from 9
inches to 3 feet The portions of Ae roof not exposed were developed into a city park
and plaza area.
Like most earA integrated AcilMes, special emphasis was placed on three key
areas of Ae design: Ae entry, interior design and Ae exposure to natural li^ t and view.
To maximize Ae amount of natural daylight that entered Ae Acility Ae majority of Ae
building's interior office spaces were arranged around exterior courtyards. The
courtyards that were located along Ae east and west sides of Ae fricility and Ae central
open air subterranean commons used for circulation. These sunken courtyards, accented
wiA plants and fountains, also created a transition area to Ae below grade space. The
open-air subterranean commons, which divided Ae earA integrated office space into two
sections, acted as Ae main entrance for Ae facility. Two diagonal ramps, located at Ae
souA end of Ae she, allowed pedestrians to gain access to Ae open air subterranean
commons. Exterior stairways located in each of Ae sunken courtyards provided
secondary entrances to Ae Acility. Each section of Ae Acility was designed wiA
windows that Aced this centralized exterior open space which provided more office
spaces wiA views to Ae exterior. These windows provided Ae user whh a visual link to
Ae outside Aat was so important in this type of Acility (see figures 35-36).
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Structural System as it Relates to Daylighting
The structural system that was chosen for Ae California State Office Building, as
mentioned previously, consisted o f two distinct types of systems that were related to each
type of building. The structural system that was used in Ae underground portion o f Ae
Acility was cast-in-place reinforced concrete. This type of system was chosen, as
mentioned in earlier case studies, because of its capacity to handle earA loads as well as
hs ability to be easily manipulated to provide large openings which allow natural daylight
to enter Ae Acility.
In Ae initial stages of Ae design h was determined that office workers needed
stimulation to provide a relief from Ae oAerwise monotonous environment typical of
most offices. This issue became critical when placing office areas below grade.
Courtyards were incorporated into Ae design to alleviate Ais problem

ic

..

1

r-.’

Q

Figure 35 Floor plan of below grade portion of Ae California State Office Building Site
No. 3, Source: Underground Building Design 1987, pg. 133.
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Figure 36 Typical floor plan of above grade portion of die California State Office
Building She No. 3. Source: Underground Building Design 1987, pg. 132.
They were also located around the perimeter and in the center of the underground dicilhy.
These courtyards were located in areas that allowed the majority of the underground
office space to be within view of an exterior window. These windows also allowed
natural daylight to enter at différent points throughout the facility so the occupant was
consciously aware o f being surrounded by natural daylight in most areas.
A steel skeletal frame was used in die six story above grade portion of the facility.
This Qfpe of structural system allowed more flexibility in the design o f its exterior fricade
and interior spaces. The north 6cade of the six story portion o f die facility was designed
as a self shading reentraant (discussed in Chapter 2). This allowed natural light to enter
the Acility while protecting it against direct heat gain. The placement of solar collectors
and large building overhangs on the sloping south fricade protected soudi fricing windows
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fiom direct sunlight but allowed diffused light to enter the Acility.
Bodi structural systems used at the California State OfBce Building were
categorized as being a non-restrictive structural system diat allowed natural light to enter
die Acility and be distributed throughout without any major problems (see figure 37
Kosaa 1987,128).

Gf5(

N Street

Entrance Gallery

Subterranean Commons

>Paric

Amphitheater** >

Offices

Figure 37 Section through the Califonua State OfBce Building Site No. 3, Source:
Underground Building Design 1987, pg. 130.
Solar Orientation
Since the primary force behind the design of the Califorma State OfBce Building
was energy conservation, the buildings overall form of the facility reflected the
importance of solar technology as a way of conserving energy. The six story structure's
major axis ran east to west thus maximizing the eiqiosure of the solar collectors located
on the sloping soudiem facade. By placing the major axis of the structure in die east to
west direction, direct solar eiqxisure to the east and west Acades of the structure was
minimized. Most of the glazing in die six story structure was oriented to the south. The
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soudi Acing glass areas were shaded by die placement of solar collectors and large
building overhangs. The nordi Acing glazing was complete^ protected from direct solar
eiqposure by die structure itself.
The major axis of the portion o f the Acility that was integrated into the site ran
north to south. Even diough Ae glazing in dûs portion of Ae Acility Aced east and west,
Ae glazing was protected from direct exposure by large overhangs and Ae use of
landsc^ing in Ae perimeter courtyards.
Due to Ae location of Ae glazing areas, boA portions of Ae Acility were supplied
wiA ample amounts of unobstructed delig ht throu^out Ae day, even in Ae winter
mondis. Due to Aeir size, Ae buildings that surrounded Ae site Ad not affect Ae
amci:nt of natural light diat reaches eiAer portion of Ae facility (see figure 38).

Daylighting Design Concept
The psychological benefits gained by Ae use of natural light was a major
motivational Actor for Ae use of natural daylight in Ae AcAty. The daylighting system
used at Ae Califonua State Office Building was an integral part of Ae overall design of
Ae AcAty. The concepts that were implemented into Ae design of Ae AcAty consisted
of sidelighting and borrowed lighting. Sidelighting took Ae form of windows that
looked into exterior sunken courtyards. Borrowed lighting came in Ae form of glass
partitions m areas not directly adjacent to windows. BoA provided ample amounts of
natural light and views for Ae facility. The Ayout of office space and Ae exterior
courtyards was designed to place Ae majority of Ae office areas within view of Ae
windows. The use of glass partitions allowed natural light to reach furAer into Ae
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Acility witfacut being obstructed. The passive dayli^dng strategy in conjunction with
fluorescent general lighting and task lighting provided anq>le amounts o f l i ^ t to produce
a b ri^ t and comfortable interior.
To protect Ae six story portion ofAe AcAty %ainst solar heat gain while
allowing diffiised light to paietrate Ae building, solar collectors and building overhangs
were designed to protect major areas o f souA Acing glass. The norA Acade, which was
designed as a self-shading reentrant, protected norA Acmg glass from direct solar heat
gain, while it provided ample amounts of natural li^ t to reach Ae interior o f Ae fricility.
As mentioned m Ae earlier case stuAes, Ae color scheme for this Acility pAyed
an important role in Ae overall acceptance of people who used it.

Figure 38 Solar Orientation sturfy of Ae Califorma State Office Building, No. 3.
Source: Underground Building Design 1987, pg. 130.
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White stucco walls and li^t-colored concrete paving were used in the courtyards to
maximize the amount of natural light that was projected into die Acility. The interior of
Ae building also used light colors to help reflect natural light deeper into Ae Acility.

Application of Proposed Daylighting
Design Parameters
The California State Office Building was anoAer sunken courtyard building that
used its above-ground glazing to create a distinct building image at ground level. The
exposed courtyard windows also provided a visual connection to Ae exterior. As Ae
main interior circulation pattern was along Ae exposed windows, Ae circulation and
daylighting structure were also integrated into one anoAer. This Acility exhibited Ae
design strategies which consisted of:
•

The use o f sunken courtyard for daylighting

•

Circulation paths aligned along Ae vertical daylighting structure

•

Occupied areas aligned along Ae vertical daylighting structure

•

The use of transparent partitions to transmit natural light deep into interior

Estimation o f Daylighting levels Achieved
Lighting levels were only estimated in Ae portion of Ae California SAte Office
Building Aat was below grade. Using June 21 at 12:00 o'clock noon as a standard, Ae
results reflected Ae greatest amount of natural light Ae would reach Ae interior spaces
within that portion of Ae California State Office Building #3. The following chart shows
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Ae range of available levels of natural illumination in three key areas in Ae Acility (see
figure 39).

Case Study Four Summery
The California State Office Building demonstrated Ae effective use of Ae
following daylighting strategies:
•

Sidelighting

•

Borrowed light

•

Active and passive solar collection systems
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Figure 39 Estimated lighting levels at Ae California State Office Building No. 3
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California State Office Building No. 3 anoAer good example of how natural light
was used as an integral design element in an above ground Acility Aat also incorporated
earA integrated areas. The Acility proved that by effectively integrating active solar and
conventional HVAC conqwnents to erAance energy savings attained by earA sheltering
techniques. This project provided valuable information that could aid in Ae design of
future projects that planned to incorporate above ground AcilMes wiA areas integrated
into Ae earA.

Comparative Summary of The Four Case studies
Data Aat was collected during Ae case study investigations provided information
that was conclusive to Ae idea that natural daylight could be used as a primary design
element in earA integrated structures (see figure 40). Natural daylight was an integral
element in Ae building designs that were investigated in Ais study and, as a result,
natural illumination levels wiAin Aese fitcilhies were in Act significant. In many of Ae
cases Ae estimated lighting levels met or exceeded Ae Illuminating Engineering Society
(lES) standards for that type of space and activity. The Civil and Mineral Engineering
Building's circulation spaces, wiA an highest estimated lighting level of 167 footcandles
suggested that on average about 50% o f Ae recommended lighting levels were met by
using natural daylight in Aose spaces.
The circuAtion spaces wiAin Ae Michigan Law Library Addition, wiA Ae
highest estimated lighting level o f580 footcandles, exceeded Ae recommended
requirements needed to perform visual tasks associated wiA this type of space. BoA
facilities incorporated Ae use of top lighting concepts, one could draw Ae conclusion
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that toplighting concepts were a good device to be used in circulation spaces wiAin earth
integrated Acilities.
Estimated lighting levels for woric spaces in Williamson Hall and The California
State Office Building #3 were also significant lES recommends a range fiom 500-700
footcandles for office spaces. The highest estimated level achieved at Williamson Hall
was 394 footcandles and Ae highest estimated level achieved at The California State
Office Building #3 was 450 footcandles. About 70 % o f Ae recommended limiting level
was achieved in these two Acilities wiA natural daylight illuirmiation. This suggested
that sideli^ting concepts provided Ae needed levels o f illumination in Aose types of
spaces.
It was important to note that Ae data collected throughout Ae case study
investigations Ad provide enough information that could be organized to generate
realistic parameters to provide daylighting strategies for initial stages of designing earA
integrated fiwilhies.
The case stuAes showed that Ae originally proposed set of design parameters Ad
in fiict q)pear as important elements in Ae buildings stuAed. The appearance of Aese
elements in buildings specifically selected for Aeir success in providing daylighting for
earA integrated structures supported Ae valiAty of Ae proposed parameters as meAods
to achieve a successful building design.
An additional set o f proposed parameters and techniques was developed out of Ae
knowledge and understanding that was gained by investigating earA integrated facAties
that incorporated Ae use o f natural daylight as a source o f illumination. Many
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Figure 40 Comparative chart of estimated lighting levels achieved.

of these parameters came from observing the design strategies identified in the case study
buildings. The design techniques observed were:
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Sunken comtyaid to provide window area and visual link to exterior
Transparent interior partitions to transmit natural l i ^ deep into interior
Vertical spaces at high daylighting structures as major circulation nodes
Active dayli^t transmission to deep underground spaces
Variety in height and volume of interior spaces
Two way li^ t trough penetrating earth around building perimeter
Use of structural elements as lig^t-patteming element
Introducing bounced light from sloped reflective surfrce
Use of high floor-to-floor space to increase li^ t penetration to interior
Minimal interior walls
Use of stepped levels
Use of deciduous plants to allow seasonably controlled daylight penetration
Circulation paths aligned along vertical daylighting structure
Occupied areas aligned along vertical daylighting structure
OÜier proposed techniques came from noting the problems or benefits observed from
other aspects of daylighting or underground space in the case studies.

Originally Proposed Techniques
•

Allow daylighting structures to create a distinct building image at ground level,
including demarcation of the building boundaries and a clear and inviting entrance.

•

Use daylight to delineate circulation patterns, such as paths and nodes of activity.

•

Provide daylight in important major spaces to convey a feeling of high quality space.
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•

Use natural light to fxovide visual complexity and variety and a distinct interior
image.

•

Use natural light to create a distinct interior image.

•

Provide vertical open spaces beneadt daylighting structures to create a sense of
spaciousness.

•

Provide a visual connection to the exterior.

Additional Parameters and Techniques
The parameters developed provided a designer with basic rules to follow when
designing an environment that is integrated into its site. The parameters were developed
in relation to four fundamental aspects of the designed environment The four aspects
were:
•

Climate

•

Site topography

•

Building mass and orientation

•

Building organization
The purpose of these parameters was to provide the basic parameters on ways that

natural light was used as a primary design element in eardi integrated architecture. These
parameters were by no means the only way of providing this type of environment with
natural illumination. They were meant to provide a sample of foe techniques foat could
be used to enhance foe interior environment of building that used foe earfo as a primary
design element.
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Climate
•

Use deciduous plants to allow seasonabty controlled daylight penetration if proper
fixture maintenance is assured.

•

Where seasonal direct l i ^ t reaches interior spaces, ensure that glare is avoided.

She Topogr^hy
•

Use a sunken courtyard fisr a distinct building image, light transmission to foe interior,
a horizontalty-directed entrance, and a visual link to foe exterior when surfoce space
or building visibility are not a problem.

•

Use prominent exterior daylighting structures when a distinct building image is
desired but space at ground level is limited.

Building Orientation and Surfoce Appearance
•

Where privacy is not an issue, avoid foe use of fiiU-height interior partitions to allow
daylight to penetrate into foe interior.

•

Where privacy or light control are not an issue, use transparent interior partitions to
allow daylight to penetrate into foe interior.

•

Consider active optic systems to transmit light to underground spaces having no
coimection to foe surface.

•

Provide tro u ^ along building perimeter as sunken perimeter atrium.
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Building Organization and Structure
•

Use e^qxxsed building structure to provide visual stimulation and variety to interiors

•

Emphasize major circulation areas wifo prominent daylighting structures.

•

Align circulation patterns wifo linear daylighting structures.

•

Vary h e i^ t and proportions ofinterior areas to provide visual stimulation.

•

Use building’s structure as pattern producing elements wifoin daylit spaces to provide
visual stimulation.

•

Use h i^ floor-to-floor space to increase light penetration to interior.

•

Allow successive levels to step back to increase li^ t penetration to interior.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS

Psychological and physiological benefits natural l i ^ t have been well documented.
Yet it seemed that utilization of natural light as a primary source of illumination in foe
built environment was kept to a minimum. However, foe importance of using natural
light was summed up in a quote by architect Louis I. Kahn, respected as one of foe
masters at using and manipulating natural light He said.
"A space can never reach its place in architecture without natural light. Artificial
light the light of night e?qpressed in positioned chandeliers, not to be compared
with foe unpredicted play of natural light The structures a design in light the
vault the dome, foe arch, foe column are structures related to foe character of
light Natural Ught gives mood to space by foe nuances of light in foe time of day
and seasons of foe year as it enters and modifies foe space."
This investigator examined daylighting techniques used in four contemporary and
existing underground facilities, which provided knowledge of foe technology used in
daylighting subterranean environments. The insights gained by analyzing these four
commercial focilities for different regions of foe country provided foe justification for
concluding that an detailed analysis of previously reported data on earfo integrated

116
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Êicilhies could be utilized to provide effective initial daylighting design strategies for
foese types of buildings.
As the technology of daylighting grows, designed human environments will
benefit and become more sensitive to foe needs o f foeir users. The following additional
conclusions were drawn from foe anatysis of case studies in fois investigation.

Conclusion and Proposals
As described in cluqxter 1, foe purpose of foe study was to determine if foe
following hypofoesis was supported.
Would a foorough analysis of four building case studies generate sufBcient data to
provide realistic design parameters that could be used by a professional engaged in foe
initial stages of foe design process to insure ^propriate dayii^t design strategies for a
particular earfo integrated structure
After a foorough analysis o f foe building case studies and compared with foe
lighting levels of natural illumination that were estimated using Superlite 2.0 software as
a check against foe written data analyzed, it was concluded by this investigator that this
method would provide adequate information for foe initial stages of foe building design
process to better insure an appropriate daylight design strategy an earfo integrated
structures. The following proposals relating to particular daylighting strategies were
generated firom foe case study investigations;
(1) The use of top-lighting concepts were a very effective means to bring natural light
into a building. Many of foe architectural forms used in fois type of daylighting scheme
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can enhance foe building's overall exterior aesthetics as well as foe particular spatial
environments within the building.
(2) The use of sideli^ting concepts were an effective means to bring natural light to
areas foat did not have direct access to exterior windows or views.
(3) Natural light was best used as a'Txuilding material" and manipulated in techniques
foat took advantage of foe good qualities of light while reducing its harmful effects.
(4) The proposed design parameters outlined in Section 33 correlated with user
responses for foe earfo integrated buildings analyzed in foe case studies. Assuch*foey
were effective statements of design parameters and subsequent strategies utilizing natural
light as a solutitm to aesthetic and psychological problems related to prolonging activities
in underground environments.
However it was important to note foat foe design parameters that were generated
by foe case stucty investigations in this stwfy only provided information that was to be
used for foe initial stages of design. To insure foe selection of an appropriate daylighting
system for implementation in foe final design of a earfo integrated facility, further indepfo investigations into particular daylighting systems and how they enhance foe overall
design and function of each individual focility and its spaces should be undertaken to
insure foe use of foe most appropriate daylighting design strategies and techniques.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

Ambient lighting: Lighting throughout an area foat produces general illumination, or
light to see by.
Angle of Incidence: Angle at which li^ t rays strike a surfoce, measured between foe
ray and a line perpendicular to foe surfoce.
Atrium: An interior, covered open area in foe center of foe building.
Azimuth: The horizontal angular distance between foe vertical plane containing a point
in foe slty and true north
Aperture - The rough opening in foe structure of a building that admits daylight.
Baffle: A single opaque or translucent element used to shield a source from direct view at
curtain angles, also used to absorb unwanted light.
Beam Daylighting: foe intentional use of foe direct component of sunlight to illuminate
a building interior
Brightness: The subjective perception of luminance.
Candela: Luminous intensity, one candela is one lumen per steradiam.
Clear Sky (U.S. Weather Bureau): A sky that has less than 30% cloud cover.
Clerestory - That part of foe building rising clear of the roofs or other parts of foe
building whose walls contain windows for lighting foe interior
Cloudy Sky (U.S. Weather Bureau): A sky having between 30 to 70 percent cloud
cover.
123
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Colon The characteristics o light by which a human observer may distinguish between
two structure-free patches of light of the same size and shsqxe.
Contrast: The relationship between the luminance of an object and its immediate
background. Mathematically, the difference between the luminance's divided by
die luminance of the background:
Cut-and cover/ Earth sheltered space - Buildings diat are placed into the soil near the
surfoce and are designed to support the soil.
Daylight: Sunlight or light from the sky.
D ayli^t Facton A relative measure of die daylight illuminance at an interior point or
plane eiqiressed as the ratio of the illuminance on die given plane to die
simultaneous exterior illuminance on a horizontal plane from die whole
unobstructed slty. Direct sunlight is excluded from both interior and exterior
values of illuminance. The daylight frctor comprises three conqionents: the slty
component, the externally reflected component, and the internally reflected
component
Direct Glare: Glare resulting from high luminance or insufBciently shielded light
sources in die field of view.
Disability Glare: Glare resulting in reduced visual performance and visibility.
Discomfort Glare: Glare producing discomfort, interfering widi the perception of
visual information but not necessarily interfering widi visual performance
visibility.
Effective Aperture: A measure of the light transmitting ability o f a fenestration system.
Effective aperture is the product of window-to-wall ratio and visible
transmittance. Typical values for windows range between 0.10 to 0.70.
Fenestration: Any opening or arrangement of openings for the admission of daylight
Normally filled with a glazing material and may include devices in die vicinity of
the opening that affect light distribution.
Fin: A vertical building projection that is usually next to a window and is used for
shading or light distribution.
Fixture: Lighting hardware, not including the lamp, used with electric light sources.
Flux: The time rate of flow o f light
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Footcandle: The IP unit o f illuminance that equals one lumen per square foot: produced
on a surfoce all points of which areata given distance from a directionally
uniform point source of one candela.
Footlambert: A unit o f illuminance equal to 0.3183010 candela per square foot:; foe
non-SI unit of measure of luminance.
Glare: The sensation produced by luminance within foe visual field foat is sufficiently
greater than foe luminance to vfoich foe ^ e is ad^ted to cause aimoyance,
discomfort, or loss in visual performance and visibility.
Ground Light: Visible radiation finm foe sun and slty reflected by surfaces below foe
plane of foe horizon.
H i^ Intensity Discharge Lamp: Lamps in which li^ t is produced by passing electric
current through a gas, ionizing foe gas, and permitting a current to flow between
two electrodes.
Illuminance: The density o f foe luminous flux incident on a surface, e7q)ressed in units
of footcandles or lux.
Illumination: The act of illuminatijg or state o f being illuminated or quantity of light
per unit of surface area.
Latitude: The angular distance north or south o f foe equator. Measured in degrees of
arc.
Lamp: A generic term for a manufactured source of electric light.
Light- Radiant energy foat is capable of exciting foe retina and producing a visual
sensation. The visible portion of foe electromagnetic spectrum extends from
about 380 to 780nm.
Light Court: An uncovered, interior open area in foe center of a building.
Light Shelf:: A horizontal shelf positioned (usually above eye level) to reflect daylight
onto foe ceiling and to shield direct glare from foe slty.
Louver A series of baffles used to shield a light source from view at a certain angles or
to absorb unwanted light.
Lumen: The SI unit of Luminous flux. The luminous flux emitted within a unit solid
angle by a point source having a uniform luminous intensity of one candela.
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Luminaire: A complete lighting unit consistmg o f one or mwe lamps and parts needed
to distribute light, to position and protect the lanq>, and to control and power foe
lamp.
Luminance: The physical measure of brightness, luminous intensity per unit projected
area of any surfoce, as measured from a specific direction.
Lux: The SI unit of illuminance equal to one lumen per square meter.
Mined Space: Mined space is excavated through limited points of access from foe
surfrice eifoer foro u^ vertical shafts or horizontal tuimels. Excavated in self
supported rock or soil and is restricted to suitable geological conditions.
Monitor A raised section o f a roof that has vertical or near vertical glazed iq)ertures, for
foe purpose of daylighting building interiors.
Nanometer The unit of measure of wavelengfo equal to 10~^ meter.
Orientation: The relation o f a building wifo respect to compass directions.
Reflectance: The ratio o f reflected flux to incident flux.
Reflected Glare: Glare resulting fix>m U ^t reflection from high luminances from
objects or surfaces in foe field of view.
Reflection: The process by which incident flux leaves a surfoce or medium on foe
incident side of that surface or medium.
Sawtooth: A roof aperture system in which foe glazing is placed on foe short, usually
vertical, surfoce of a series of roof serrations.
Sensor: A photocell device that tells a controller about dayli^t availability.
Shade: A screen made o f opaque or translucent material to prevent a light fix>m being
directly visible at normal angles of view.
Sidelighting: The use of daylight aperture on foe walls of building to provide daylight.
Skylight: A horizontal glazing roof ^lerture for foe admission of daylight
Toplighting: Daylighting apertures in foe roof of a building that provide light from
above.
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Veiling Reflection: Regular reflections superimposed upon difiused reflections from an
object that partialfy or totalty o bscu^ foe details to be seen by reducing foe
contrast
Visibility: The quality or state o f being perceivable by foe eye.
Visual Acuity: The measure o f the ability to distinguish fine detail.
Visual Angle: The angle subtended by an object or detail at foe point of observation,
usualty measured in minutes of arc.
Visual Field: The locus of objects or points in space that can be perceived when foe
head and eyes are kept fixed, foe field may be monocular or binocular.
Visual Perception: The interpretation of impressions transmitted fix>mfoe retina to foe
brain in terms of information about a physical world displayed before foe eye.
Sources for glossary: daylighting Design & Analysis, 1986, Concept & Practice o f Architectural
D^li^tiing 1991,1986, Perception & Lighting, 1986, Sunlight as a formgiver for Architecture. 1986, and
Superlite 2.0.
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APPENDIX B

TYPICAL REFLECTANCE FACTORS

Material

Reflectance (% )

Aluminum, polished

70-80

Asphalt

10

Brick (lightbuff)

48

Brick (darkbuff)

40

Concrete

30-50

Cement

27

Glass
(Clear or tinted)
( Reflective )

7
20-40

Grass
(Dark green)
(Dry)

10
35

Mirror ( Glass )

85-90

Paint
(White)
(Black)

70-90
4

Procelain enamel
(White)

60-90

Snow

60-75

Stone

5-50

Vegetation ( average )

25
5-40

Wood

Typical Reflectance fector table Source Heating Cooling & Lighting, 1991, pg. 314.
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF A HYPOTHETICAL COMMUNITY
LIBRARY/REGIONAL MUSEUM/LIBRARY /
REGIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM

Project Summary and General Description
The Norfoem Nevada Community Library/ Regional History Museum will consist
of approximately 112,000 square feet of exhibit and support spaces that are common to
fois type of facility. This facility will provide focal point for foe newly developed
community nestled into foe foofoills of northwest Reno.
The summary description of spaces, program requirements, and goals provided in
fois program document are consistent with foe scope o f foe design project. This
summary is based on similar facilities in foe Las Vegas and Phoenix areas.

Goals
1. To create a facility foat is both educational and entertaining to residents and visitors
of foe area.
2. To create a focal point, a hub of activity for this newly developed area.
3. To provide foe area wifo a design that reflects foe region and she.
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4. To provide visitors an opportunity to gain knowledge and learn about the areas
historical significant

Geographical Setting
The proposed she for The Northern Nevada Community Library / Regional
historical Museum is located in a newly developed community in nordiwest Reno. The
she, whh hs 180 degree view of Reno and Sparks and being nestled into the foofoills
norfowest of Reno provides foe opportunity to develop a focal point for foe subdivision.
The terrain is charactaistic of foe desert region and slopes toward foe soufoeast wifo some
areas to foe south exceeding 20 percent The she, which is zoned for commercial
developments, is accessible from foe east on Avenda Del Landa Lane.

Climate
Classified as a high desert region, foe climate of the area provide pleasant summers
and harsh winters. The Temperature extremes range from 17 F to 1lOF and has foe
average of three to five inches of rain fall annually. The area has relatively low humidity
ranging from 30 percent or less and has 66 percent probability of sunshine annually. Due
to fois percentage, it will be important to recognize foat protection against solar radiation
is essential throughout foe summer months but in contrast, during foe winter months lower
temperatures make solar radiation highly desirable.
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Geological Consideration and Soil
Rugged mountains and small desert plants dominate the landscape. Soils are
generally shallow, friable, and are very susceptible to wind and water erosion. The site is
located on land under the jurisdiction of Washoe County. It will be assumed the surfoce
and subsur&ce condition will allow for easy excavation and earfo moving. It will be also
assumed foat foe baring capacity o f foe soil is capable o f supporting this type of structure.

Site Issues
For foe purpose of designing a library / museum Facility, foe designer has
designated a she foat is presently undeveloped and is under foe jurisdiction of Washoe
County. The existing roadway will be assumed of adequate size to support this type of
facility and will not need to be modified.

Views
180 degree picturesque views of foe Reno-Sparks skyline can be seen to foe
soufoeast of foe she. The majestic Mount Rose can be seen across foe valley to foe south
of foe site. To foe west and north, new subdivisions are being developed wifo rugged
hills of foe Sierra Mountain Range as a backdrop.

Adjacent Developments / Buildings
The she is located in an area that is presently being developed. The site is
surrounded on foe north, south, and west sides by new housing tracks that are presently
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being built The subdivision is mater planed for 4.5 units per acre and will be assumed of
adequate size to siqjport this type o f focility. Further south a commercial center including
schools, shopping centers, banks, and restaurants is being developed to siqxport this
growing area. To foe east of foe site lies Norfo McCarren boulevard, a four lane artery
foat will serve as foe main vehicular link to community.

Circulation
Both pedestrian and vehicular circulation will be developed to limit interaction and
promote safety. Existing road system which includes Norfo McCarren Boulevard and
Avenda De Landa drive will be able to handle traffic gorerated from this type of focility.
It is anticipated that foe primary approach to this facility by pedestrian and vehicular
circulation will be from Avenda De Landa Way, which runs along foe northern property
line.

Paridng
Parking for this facility will be provided on site with special consideration given to
sun protection for pedestrian as well as for vehicles. For this project foe demand
generation ratio of 2.6 Spaces / 1000 square Feet x usable square footage will be used and
assuming a square footage of 100,000 this facility requires 260 parking spaces. The
parking will be broken down into foe ratio of 30% (78 spaces) being considered short term
parking and 70% (182 spaces) considered long term parking
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Special Considerations
Security System. A building-wide security plan and provisions for surveillance of critical
areas will be designed to appropriately meet the library / museum needs.
Daylighting System Care will be taken to insure foe most appropriate daylighting
strategies wül be implemented into this focility in order to provide a healthy and
satisfoctory e^qxerience for users of foe focility as well as to protect foe contents with in foe
focilhy against damage. The following strategies were chosen based on a careful analysis
of each case stucty. They are:
•

Sidelighting

•

Toplighting
Sideli^ting strategies in conjunction with sunken courtyards will be used to

provide visual links to foe exterior. The placement of these sunken courtyards will
provide foe facility wifo a unique building image Li^tselves will be used to shade south
focing glass while adding to foe overall exterior aesthetics. Interior spaces throughout foe
facility will be provided with windows focing towards exterior courtyard to provide foe
user wifo a visual connection wifo foe exterior environment Deciduous plants will
provide seasonably controlled daylight penetration along exterior glazing. H i^ ceilings
will be proposed in areas adjacent to exterior glazing to allow natural light to penetrate
deep into foe facility. High ceiling heights will also provide foe feeling of spaciousness
thought foe interior spaces.
Toplighting in foe form of sltylights will also provide foe facility wifo a distinct
building image while allowing natural daylight to enter foe focility. The use of
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toplightmg strategies to delineate circulation patterns to encourage movement with in foe
focility will be proposed.
Both of foese strategies will be implemented to provide foe focility of this type and
size with adequate natural daylighting. Steps will be taken to minimize against foe
harmfol effect of solar gain and glare associated wifo foese types of daylighting strategies.

Space Allocation Summary
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06

Entrance
Greeting Zone (Outdoor)
Entrance Lobby
Circulation/Public Service
Public Restrooms
Custodial Closet
Elevators/Elevator Equip. Rm .

7.700 Square Feet
2,000 sf
2,500 sf
700 sf
1,750 sf
100 sf
450 sf

2.00
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20
221

Librarv Services.........................................................................55.850 Square Feet
Periodicals Department............................................................................... 5,000 sf
Periodical Department OfBce..........................................................................180 sf
Staff Work RmVOfBce................................................................................... 180 sf
Fine Arts Department.................................................................................. 1,800 sf
Fine Arts Department OfBce.......................................................................... 180 sf
Adult Fiction Department............................................................................ 9,600 sf
Adult Library Public Service/Reading Service.............................................. 500 sf
Adult Non-Fiction Department..................................................................10,000 sf
Copy Center...................................................................................................200 sf
Young People's Library...............................................................................9,600 sf
Young People's Library OfBce....................................................................... 180 sf
Young People's Library Staff Work Rm......................................................... 180 sf
Story Rm........................................................................................................700 sf
Children's Restroom...................................................................................... 250 sf
Toddler Rm....................................................................................................180 sf
Service RmVOfBce..................................................................................... 1,000 sf
Literacy Program Rm.....................................................................................200 sf
Micro Computer Center................................................................................ 750 sf
SortRm...................................................................................................... 2,500 sf
Quiet Study Rms. (2 @ 200,1 @ 600)....................................................... 1,000 sf
School Lunch Picnic Area..............................................................................300 sf
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222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
2.31
2.32

Reference Department
5,400 sf
Reference Department Office
180 sf
Staff Work RmVOffice
180 sf
Typing Rms. (6 @ 30)....................................................................................150 sf
Info. Track Rm.............................................................................................. 400 sf
Conference Rm............................................................................................1,000 sf
Private Study Rms..........................................................................................760 sf
Offices........................................................................................................1,000 sf
Maintaiance Rm............................................................................................400 sf
Storage Rms. (2 @ 500)..............................................................................1,000 sf
Audio/Visual Department............................................................................. 700 sf

3.00
3.01
3.02
3.03

Exhibits.
18.100 Square Feet
Exhibit Hall.............................................................................................. 15,000 sf
Temporary Exhibit Hall.............................................................................. 3,000 sf
Custodial Closets........................................................................................... 100 sf

4.00 Museum Gift Shop..................................................................... 2.600 Square Feet
4.01 Gift shop Area............................................................................................2,000 sf
4.02 Storage Rm.................................................................................................... 600 sf
5.00
5.01
5.02
5.03
5.04
5.05
5.06

Food Service
2.550 Square Feet
Food Service Restaurant................................................................................ 700 sf
Food Service Kitchen
600 sf
Food Service Storage.................................................................................... 400 sf
Catering Kitchen
600 sf
Custodial Closet............................................................................................ 100 sf
Food Service Restrooms.................................................................................150 sf

6.00
6.01
6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05
6.06
6.07
6.08

Exhibit Suppo rt.......................................................................... 6.050 Square Feet
Carpentry Shop........................................................................................... 1,000 sf
Machine Shop
275 sf
Audio Visual/Electronic Maint. Shop............................................................200 sf
Audio Visual/Electronic Storage................................................................... 200 sf
Exhibit Staging Area.................................................................................. 1,000 sf
Exhibit Support Storage.............................................................................3,000 sf
Exhibit Support Restrooms
275 sf
Custodial Closet............................................................................................ 100 sf

7.00 Collections
350 Square Feet
7.01 Collections Storage....................................................................................... 300 sf
7.02 Collections Vault............................................................................................ 50 sf
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8.00
8.01
8.02
8.03
8.04
8.05
8.06
8.07

Operations................................................................................ 4.775 Square Feet
Receiving
1,000 sf
F re i^ t Elevator
275 sf
Exhibit/Storage Corridor.
2,400 sf
Building Maintenance Shop
400 sf
Maintenance Siq>ervisor OfBce
100 sf
Maintenance Siq>ply Storage
500 sf
Grounds Maintenance Storage
100 sf

9.00
9.01
9.02
9.03
9.04
9.05
9.06
9.07
9.08
9.09
9.10
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
9.20
9.21
9.22
9.23
9.24
9.25
9.26
9.27

Administration..........................................................................6.038 Square Feet
Executive Director........................................................................................250 sf
Director's Workroom.................................................................................... 100 sf
Administrative Assistant................................................................................150 sf
Storage......................................................................................................... 100 sf
Board Rm.....................................................................................................600 sf
Board Rm. Stor%e........................................................................................ 200 sf
Director of Development............................................................................... 150 sf
Development OfBce......................................................................................600 sf
Director of Finance/Account........................................................................150 sf
Finance Department Office........................................................................... 800 sf
Finance Dq>artment Storage......................................................................... 288 sf
Director of Operations.................................................................................. 150 sf
Assistant to OperTExhibits
100 sf
Director of Exhibits...................................................................................... 150 sf
Director of Marketing/Public Relations.......................................................... 150 sf
Mariœting/Public Relations Office
800 sf
Public Relations Storage
100 sf
Department Head Receptionist Area............................................................. 150 sf
Copy/Mail Rm
200 sf
Office Supply Rm
100 sf
Secured Administration Storage
50 sf
Staff Restrooms
150 sf
Staff Lounge................................................................................................200 sf
Custodial Closet
50 sf
Cash Control Rm.......................................................................................... 100 sf
Security Office
200 sf

10.00 Mechanical Rm..
10.01 Mechanical Rm

4.000 Square Feet
4,000 sf

Assignable Square Footage................................................................................... 108.013
Gross Square Footage (Assignable x 1.25)............................................................ 135,016
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I was unable to obtain c o { ^ ^ permission to use the images as part of n y written Aesis
in library collection at The University of Nevada, Las Vegas. I was hif(Hmed that Van
Nostrand Reinhold Conqxaity, the original publisher of die images, was bought out by
J(dm VUey & Sons, Inc. in die qiring of 1998. John Wiley & Sons, Inc was unable to
establish which oitity held die copyrights to these images. Thoefore Copyri^t
permission was unavailable.
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